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SPORTS DATA
Tulane Hulabaloo sports
editor predicts Green Wave
win, praises Tiger crack drill
platoon.
Embody
writes
about team-mate (page 5).
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Blue Key Favors Neutrality, President's Trade Plans
v'

Tigers Embark For
Tough Tulane Tilt
Outweighed Locals
May Turn Dispair
Into Big Victory

Editorial Matter
—This Week—
SEE PAGE 2 ,

Why do people and nations
fight?
Colonel Weeks deserves
all honors.
Some vital facts on the
American student's opinionsRegulation raincoats come
to the fore again.
Plans go haywire; folks
throw in obstacles; platoon
stays home.
Military preparation right
now is necessary.
Go back to Germany,
Bundsmen, Dr. Sikes says.
TOM CLEMSON
Walk lightly through secand barracks after long roll.
* Furman game date problem discussed again.
Question: Is army responsible for camp-contracted
sickness?
Senior proposes plan for
establishing needed fund.
Sophomore complains
about "rat" service set-up.

We Want No Nazi
"Information" Here

"We'll Fight If
Necessary/' Say;
But Wants Peace

For sometime the TIGER has been receiving unrequested material
from an organization calling itself the German Library of Information.
The material is called FACTS IN REVIEW. This is an open letter to
that organization.

By ARTHUR WILLIAMS
*V
(Sports Editor)
The highly touted Clemson Bengals, much improved
since last Saturday's P. C.
game, are headed for Tulane
and their third game with
the Green Wave in New Orleans. The Greenies will be
the favored team.
There may be a few changes in the Clemson line-up
tomorrow. George Fritz will
possibly start at a tackle position instead of Ray Hamer
who injured a side in the P.
C. game. Bru Trexler, rapidly recovering from a leg
injury, should be in the
starting backfield. Sophomore Chippy Maness and
Charlie Timmons also will
see ' considerable backfield
action.
The lines of the first three Tulane teams
average
over 210
pounds, and the backfields
are
considerably heavier than Clemson's. Tulane. will have four A-l
teams to put on the field against
the Tigers.
ALL AMERICANS
Buddy Banker and Bob Kellog,
both mentioned for All-American
positions last year, are outstanding in the Greenie backfield. Both
are triple-threat men. Kellog's understudy, Bob Glass, as good or
better an offensive player than
the first
stringer. Quarterbacks
Kruger
and Cassibry are smart
field generals and
consistently
brilliant players.
Wenzel is almost certain to star
at an end post for Tulane.
The Tigers, disappointing in
their first game with the Presbyterian College Blue Hose,
have
spent the week polishing up their
plays they used only four against
P. C), perfecting line and down
field blocking and doing defensive
work against Greenie plays run by
the bohunks.
TIGERS OUTWEIGHED
Outweighed and with considerably less reserve strength than
Tulane. Clemson will go on the
field the underdog. They will give
Tulane a weight advantage of between ten and fifteen pounds per
man.
The problem of who will relieve
Red Sharpe at the center position
is still
undecided.
Richardson,
Jameson and Lancaster fought it
out for the entire week without a
definite decision being reached.
The Bengals may also be handicapped by injuries to outstanding
men. Shad Bryant received a foot
injury during the opener, and was
out of the lineup
most of the
week. Walter Cox and Ray Hamer
may be forced to remain on the
bench.
The footballers entrained
this
afternoon for New Orleans.
A
crowd of cadets will follow them
to Louisiana.

McMillan Points
To "Cash, Carry"
Plan As "Good"

An Editorial ---

HEAD FOE — Captain Paul
Krueg«r,
Tulane quarterback,
sends word to Tiger camp followers that his "Green Wave"
Isn't quite so "Green" and that
he and his team will give and
expect no quarter on the gridiron in New Orleans Saturday
afternoon.

Honor Military
Frat Inducts
Eight Cadets
"Fish" Taken In
At Wednesday
Retreat Rites
At a very impressive sunset retreat ceremony Wednesday Scabbard and Blade, National Military
Fraternity tapped eight of the
corp's outstanding military men.
While the entire Brigade stood
at attention Blade Captain Alex
Graham extended the invitations
and the eight newly elected "fish"
came forward in an "Officer's
Center."
Intiates are: Louis S. Horton,
Colonel, commanding the First Battalion, First Regiment and leader
of the Senior Platoon; Robert A.
"Pete" King, Commander of Company
"A"
Second
Regiment;
George A. McMillan, Regimental
Executive Colonel, First Regiment;
Paul H. Nelson, Commander of
Second Battalion, First Regiment;
William P. Quantz "K'' Company
Commander, Second Regiment; W.
Jack Ragsdale,
Commander of
Company "I" Second Regiment;
Tom Richardson "E" Company
Commander, Second Regiment; and
J. Manley Stallworth, Commander
of the Second Batallion Second
Regiment.
Pie Plates and Blades will be the
order of the week for the new men,
and the ceremonies will be concluded with a banquet for both old
and new members of the organization at the end of the week.
Present members of Clemson's
chapter of Scabbard and Blade are
A. D. Graham, Captain; J. R. Liles,
First Lieutenant; and S. C. Hunt,
W. A. Rhyne, C. E. Littlejohn, C. B.
Lawton, J. F. Gray and W. I. Bouton.

Arrington Visits
In The Mid-West
Robert Arrington, Animal Husbandry
senior from Ninety
Six,
and winner of the Danforth Fellowship, was Clemson's representative 'at a four weeks conference
held under the sponsorship of the
Ralston-Purina company.
Arrington's trip included a two
weeks tour of the company's plants
and laboratories in St. Louis, Mo.,
and a two weeks encampment on
the shores of Lake Michigan at
Camp Miniwanca.
At this camp
there were representatives from 38
state agricultural colleges and one
Canadian representative.
J. Q. Lever, winner of the freshman award did
not make the
trip.

Dear German Library of Information:
The TIGER is obviously on your mailing list. We did not
request that our name be placed there. We do demand that
it be removed . . . immediately!
Its this way, Bundsmen:
We at Clemson are average American college students.
We honestly and sincerely think that democracy can work.
We believe in America and American ideals, and we have no
truck with hate doctrines, racial ideologies, and malicious
lies.
You must realize that we represent the vast majority of
young America in this respect. We emphasize that fact!
Another thing: Your high flung names do not shield you.
You Nazi Bundsmen are prostituting the good name, "German", and Clemson's students of German origin, and many
many other German-American students refuse to be hurt
by your theft.
Nazi Bundsmen, you and your boss Mr. Hitler, are not
wanted hereDespite fancy printing, and fanciful writing you can't
sway the American student. He is intelligent.
You are barking up the wrong tree, Bundsmen.
Scratch the Tiger from your mailing list. We want none of
your filth,

Scout Fraternity
In Process Of
Being Formed
Plans have been formulated to
petition Alpha Phi Omega, national fraternity for former boy scouts
for a local chapter,
it was announced this week by Bill Awtrey
and John Mace, Students leaders
of the movement.
The prime requisite for membership is that a cadet shall have
been an active member of the Boy
Scouts of America at some previous time. Members are to be sslected from men in the
junior and
senior classes on the basis of character, personality and interest in
campus affairs.
Several outstanding members of
the faculty will be tapped
along
with 25 carefully selected student
members, to form the
charter
L ->up.
These boys were active , the day
of Freshman matriculation by main
taining information booths,
and
checking baggage near the Main
Building.

New Men Come
To Dairy Meet
At the first regular meeting of
the Dairy club Tuesday evening, 31
boys expressed a desire to become
members.
After the constitution was read,
Prof. Ben Goodale addressed the
group, outlining the history of the
organization and stating the objectives for the coming year.

Tate To Report
On SC Resources
Professor H. S. Tate of the industrial education department has been
selected to write the industrial section of a report which is to be
made on the state's material resources.
This study is to include labor,
power and fuel, transportation and
markets, physical and social conditions, and industrial resources in
the states.

Clemson's chapter of Blue
Key, honor leadership fraternity, this week went on
record as favoring a strict
neutrality for the United
States and "repeal of the
arms embargo in the present
neutrality law as advocated
by President Roosev e 11,"
President George McMillan
of the fraternity announced.

BLUE KEY TAPS—Clemson's chapter of Blue Key
honor leadership fraternity, this week indicted
seven prominent seniors. They are, above, talking
with President George McMillan of the fraternity:

Leadership Frat Taps 7 Men

Job On Directory
Colonel Richmond Gets Under Way
To Visit Clemson Early This Week
Lawton To
For While Monday C.
Edit The Book

Colonel Henry R. Richmond, of
the Fourth corps area ROTC headquarters in Atlanta, will visit at
Clemson October 2, Lieut. Colonel
Colonel Herbert Pool said yesterday.
"Colonel Richmond
is coming
merely for an informal visit of
observation," Commandant
Pool
said, "there will be no change in
regular school and military schedule for the day.'

Work on the Blue Key sponsored
student directory got under way
early this week.
Following the
appointment of
Crawford Lawton, fraternity secretary, as Editor, "Jobs" were portioned out among the members.
Information blanks will be distributed among the students Monday; actual arrangement
of the
bok will begin by the end of next
week .Editor Lawton said.
Regular cadets and day cadets
will fill in blanks under the direction of their first sergeants; blanks
for day student will be mailed.
The directory this year will retain all the features of the 1939
book, Editor Lawton said, however
organizations will not be
listed
with the students' names in the
directory proper.
Opening with a faculty list, and
the cadt bridgade
organization,
the directory will contain all students names, and information concerning them; classification of studets in counties; and a list of fraternities and socities.
Editor Lawton said yesterday that
the Directory will probably
be
ready
for distribution
in one
month.

Three Grads Get
Clemson Posts
Three graduates of the Agricultural school last year, Drake Watson, D. C. Morgan, and C. C. Miley
are this year connectsd with the
department of botany and plant
pathology.
Watson and Morgan are assisting
with the teaching of
freshman
botany, and Miley is assistant in
the botany, research department
of the South Carolina Experiment
Station.

Locals Help Shape
Fertilizer Laws
Several experts from the School
of Agriculture,
the Experiment
station and the Extension Service last Tuesday went to Columbia to consider new standard fertilizer formulas which are in keepii " with chpnges in the fertilizer
law; which were enacted at the
last session of the state legislature.
Among the Clemson experts who
took part in the discussions were
Dr. H. P. Cooper, Dean of the Agricultural chool and director of
the South Carolina
Experiment
Station, Mr. D. W. Watkins, director of the Extension Service, Dr.
Gilbreat H. Collings, • Dr. G. W
Killinger, Mr. Bruce D. Cloaninger
Dr. W. R. Bayden, Professor George
B. Nutt, Professor A. M. Musser.
Dr. G. M. Armstrong, Mr. A. B.
Bryan, and Mr. R. A. McGinty.

L to R: McMillan, Frank Mills, P. T. Garret,
Banks McFadden, Bill McGinty, Marion Lawton
and Hord Stubblefield. William Bouton, another
initiate, was absent from the induction ceremonies.

Creamery Repairs
To Get Under Way
Contracts were this week let for
the delivery of equipment and materials for repairs and replacements to the refrigeration equipment of the creamery of the dairy
department.

LaMaster Judging
Virginia's Cows
i

Professor J. P. LaMaster, head of
the Clemson dairy dept, is in Richmond, Va., this week attending the
Virginia state fair.
Serving
in his capacity as
a
member of the National Judging
Committee of the Guernsey Cattle
Association of America, Prof. LaMaster will be the chief judge of
Guernsey cattle at this fair.

Tiger Invites
Student "Dope"
Oscar boxes (pure
white) will be placed at
the guard room, on a
much
used
thoroughfare in third barracks,
and in new barracks this
week-end.
Students are invited
to drop "oscar items,"
letters to Tom Clemson,
"tips" on stories, or any
other material for the
Tiger in these boxes at
any time.
. The material will be
collected every night.
Matter to be included
in the Tiger must be in
the boxes no later than
Tuesday night of publication.

Junior Dance Band
Promises Swing
Supreme This Year
Stabilized by the three freshman recruits, the Brigadiers, Clemson's junior swing band, is whipping what is reported to be a eredi.table swing outfit into shape in the
college mess hall every night after
supper.
Although three of the men who
were with the band last year have
graduated to the Jungaleers, Clemson's senior dance band, Skinny
Belue, pianist for the group, says
that prospects are much better
than last year. Leroy Simmons,
J.' R. Austell, and Bill Leonhearth
are the graduates.
"Our freshman recruits," says
Belue, "can really do things." Rat
Scarborough is about the best bass
man to have his hair shaved at
Clemson in several moons, and Rat
Wilson is not a slow breeze with
the trumpet."
The Brigadiers was organized,
last year. Although another band
known as the Bungaleers preceded
it, the two, are not related.
Besides Belue, Scarborough and
Wilson, the other members are W.
H. Dunavan, trombone, Joe Dukes,
drums; Buck Addickes, J. C. Culler, and Buddy Harmon, saxes;
and Cab Calloway, trumpet.

TOP DANCE OF FALL SEASON NEARS

Inducted At
Chapel Meet
Seven prominent seniors
were formally accepted by
Clemson's chapter of Blue
ey at an impressive ceremony in the college chapel
Wednesday'
Following a brief outline
of Blue Key's activities and
aims by J. C. Littlejohn, college business manager and
advisor to Blue Key, President George McMillan of
the fraternity called the
elected seven up and listed
their achievements.
Those selected are:
Marion R. Lawton, of Garnett,
business
manager of the Tiger,
member
of Tiger Brotherhood,
Alpha Chi Psi, and other organizations. Mr. Lawton is a general
science student.
William McGinity, of Clemson
a general
science man, brigade
chaplain, member of the Y cabinet, Tiger Brotherhood, and other
organizations.
Banks McFadden, of Great Falls,
a student in the school of agricultural education, captain of the
track team, star football and basketball player, considered among
the most outstanding
athletes
ever to attend Clemson.
P. T. Garrett, of Fountain Inn.
engineering
senior, president of
Tau Beta
Pi, business manager
Taps, member of several organizations.
Hord Stubblefield, of Poor Man's
Bluff, architecture senior, art editor Taps, Tiger staff cartoonist,
CDA designer, general big-wig.
William I. Bouton,
of Ware
Shoals, general
science, brigade
adjutant, treasurer CDA, senior
council member
several campus
organizations.
Frank C. ' MiUs.., Swiggertown,
Ga., engineer, President Forensic
society; president ASME, President
IRC, member Tau Beta Pi, Associate Editor The Tiger.
The present
membership
of
Blue Key, tapped last spring, includes: ■ Cadet Brigade Commander Alex
Graham, Senior Class
President Manly Stallworth, CDA
President Harry McKeown, President Bill
Wade, Tiger Brotherhood President Crawford Lawton,
Tiger Managing
Editor George
McMillan, Taps Editor Vic Wray,
and Tiger Editor Earl Mazo.

Zeta To
Tiger Ball Slated For October 13-14 Alpha
Sponsor Mixer
'

By BRUCE MARSHALL
nounced this week that the annual
/(Society Editor)
The Central Dance Association an- Tiger ball honoring the staff of
The Tiger will be held this year on
October 13 and 14.
Harry McKeown, of the C. D. A.,
in collaboration with Editor Earl
Mazo of the weekly college sheet,
are planning to make this dance
series the largest and most successful of the fall season.
A telegram received from Chapel
Hill, N. C, Wednesday acknowledged acceptance of the contract which

will bring to the Clemson campus
the music of Charlie Woods and
his orchestra. There will be three
dances in the series—Friday night,
Saturday night, and also a Saturday afternoon Tea dance.
Already plans are being drawn up
by C. D. A. decorators and designers Steve Moore and Hord Stubblefield for beautifying the field
house; the invitations are in the
hands of the printers; and the dance
list will be posted in a short time.

Dance Schedule
Tiger Ball—October 13-14
Homecoming — November
10-11.
Christmas Hop—December 15-16.
Mid-Winters — February
9-10.

Richard H. Bryant, Chancellor,
announced today
that the local
chapter of Alpha Zeta, honor agriculture fraternity, will psonsor a
"mixer" for all agricultural freshmen in the field house next Thursday night.
Designed to better acquaint the
freshmen with upperclassmen, the
gathering will feature games and
contests. Refreshments wil be served, Bryant said. All Alpha
Zeta
men will attend.

The organization, at its first
meeting of the current year, discussed the present European war
generally and expressed the sentiment summed up in these words
of President McMillan: "We Intend to fight if we're attacked, but
we honestly think interference in
the European squabble will result,
as it did last time, in more debts
and more trouble for the United
State."
"Blue Key will do its duty in
event of war under any circumstances, but we think the only
sansible excuse for our entering
this present conflict will be to protect this nation and its possessions
—on OUR SHORES."
About the neutrality law revision,
the Clemson leader said this: "We
think tha law, as it stands, works
a hardship on Great Britain and
France and is an asset
to Nazi
Germany. Should the embargo be
lifted and trade with the waring
nations put on a 'money on the
barrel haad' basis, (and we hope
these changes are made) we can
retain our definitely neutral stand,
as a nation, and offer goods to all
who have the money to buy.
Whether or not this action can
draw us into the war, we don't
know. We think and hope not."
5

Taps Photos Be
Made In Chapel
Next 2 Weeks
Uniform For Men
Listed By Wray
Pictures of TJppercclassmen for
1910 Taps, Clemson yearbook, will
be made in the college chapel the
week of October 2 and the week of
October 9, it has been announced
by Vic Wray, editor of the publication.
In a statement today, Wray urged all upperclassmen to sign the
roster for an appointment as early
as possible. Freshrnen who have
not had their pictures made will
b3 permitted to sign the roster for
an appointments after all upperclassmen are signed up.
Wray announced that the following clothing would be necessary:
1. All upperclassmen,
uniform
•>use and a cits coat.
2. First Lieutennants and above
and First Sergenats and Staff Sergeants, the uniform cap.
3. Senior Taps staff and C, D. A.
members, Tuxedo.
4. Block C and Minor C. men;
the Block C sweater.

Calhoun Gets Dirt
Sample From Bottom
Of 1,284 Foot Hole
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, Dean of
the school of Chemistry, recently
secured one of the most unusual
earth samples on record at Clemson.
Dr. Calhoun's rare sample came
from the bottom of the 1284 foot
wall, the digging of which he recently observed at Beaufort.
The well, the deepest in the
state, was drilled to provide water
for the Marina base at Paris Island.

By Their
—Words—
"Life is life, men; I wish it were
not so."
—SHERMAN
"No apple polishing, now."
—HAUSER
"It's pretty hard to tell when
business is racketeering and when
it isn't.'
—ALEXANDER
"When I use the word 'spirit I'm
not talking about hard liquor."
—CROUCH
"You didn't learn much last year
even though you were in my class."
—RHYNB
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WHAT STUDENTS THINK
The Student Opinion Surveys of America
with headquarters at the University of Texas, Austin, this week published some interesting facts concerning American student opinion of last year.
Those who believe that opinion surveys
are reliable may grasp the following facts:
Some 75 per cent answered "no" to
the question, "Do you believe professional
football will some day become more popular than college football?"
Of men, only, questioned on whether or
not they would go to war as volunteers
should the United States fight for reasons
other than defense of country, 80.3 per
cent answered "no."
Other questions include:
Should compulsory class attendance in
colleges be abolished? Yes 64.5 per cent.
Should sex education courses in colleges
be made compuulsory? Yes 61.9 per cent.
Do you work to pay all or part of your
college expenses? Yes 47.2 per cent.
If you "had to make a choice, which would
you prefer, fascism or communism? Communism 56-4 per cent.
Do you favor the return of prohibition?
No. 78.4 per cent.
Do you think college students drink too
much? No. 65.2 per cent.
Do you ever drink? Yes 60.0 per cent.
Do you believe a blood test before marriage to detect venereal disease should
be required by law? Yes 93.1 per cent.
Do you agree with Congress in reducing
relief appropriations? Yes 63.3 per cent.
Do you approve of Pres. Roosevelt's plan
to train an air reserve corps of 20,000 men
novr in college? Yes 7,1.8 per cent.
Generally, do you approve of Roosevelt
today as President? Yes 65-5 per cent.
"Would you like to see Roosevelt run for a
third term? Yes 28.2 per cent.
If Roosevelt is not a candidate in 1940,
whom would like like to see elected President? Paul V. McNutt 17.7 per cent; Thomas E. Dewey, 15.6 per cent.

THE PLATOON STAYS
The story's a little befuddled, and naturally we're dissappointed—but it all adds
up to this: The Senior Crack Platoon will
not drill at the Tulane game.
The corps, and others interested, in
Clemson, need no reminder of the sensation created by the platoon's intricate and
splendid drilling in New Orleans between
halves of the past two Clemson-Tulane
games. The platoon drill's actual worth
to Clemson college and to the New Orleans
football-goers was unmeasurable.
But plans didn't click this year. The
powers-that-be in New Orleans, and we
guess, here, couldn't figure together on
"expenses"—so the platoon stays home.
We're not condemiiihg any one here or
in New Orleans, or any organization, but
certainly this shouldn't have been discount :
People who go to see football games go
primarily for football. True, but applied
elementary psychology can explain the necessity of the "break," and the value of
entertainment on the "fancy drill" order
during that "break."
One prominent New Orleans man told The
Tiger last year, after the platoons showing, that many fans he knew looked forward to that drill units visit almost as
much as that of the great Tiger football
team.
Last year students in barracks saved
nickels, dimes and pennies to send their
platoon to represent THEM. The corps
would have been glad to do the same this
year—but first indications were that responsible organizations were to do the
financing. And news of the platoon's "not
going" came as a bomb shell; and at the
last minute.
The newspaper, however, knows well the
value of that Senior Platoon. The corps
will not be caught napping again.
"The Harvard University chapter of Phi
Beta Kappa has voted to nave "spirituous
liquors" at its annual banquets."
My, how those yankees carry on.

COLONEL WEEKS' HONOR

LETTERS-

The class of 1940 last week voted possibly the greatest honor a class of Clemson
men could bestow, for Colonel Charles W.
Weeks, beloved Clemson commandant, who
was retired from the regular army recently.
The Colonel will no doubt appreciate the
gesture. Our only regret is that he was not
in the chapel at that memorable class meeting to see the enthusiastic, heart-felt unanimity with which his hOHor was proposed and bestowed.
Those seniors, almost 400 of them, remembered the jolly, clean-cut gentlemen,
who stood before them some three years
ago and said:' "We're 'rats' together at
Clemson"; they felt again, somehow, that
respect his presence, inspired; they really
thrilled when one student speaker said ...
"... a Christian gentleman."
Senior Class President Manly Stallworth
said rightly, "We're proud to have the Colonel as a classmate."

TO AND FROM

TOM CLEMSON
(Editor's Note: Letters to and
from Tom Clemson, concerning
ANYTHING witin reason, will
be printed weeekly. All Clemson students and friends are
invited to contribute. Names
must be signed to letters before
they are printed, but they will
be withheld on request of the
contributor. Contributions must
be short and to the point (not
over 250 words) and they mast
be in the Tiger office no later
than the Sunday morning before publication of the following
week's Tiger
Friday?
evening).)

CHANGE FURMAN GAME
DATE?
Editor,
The Hornet.
Furman University.
Dear Editor:

THE QUESTION "WHY?"
A sophomore and a freshman in barracks yesterday were talking about a fight
they had had in high school. The two
waxed eloquent on the amount of blood
spilled and the stitches required to sew a
gash over the freshman's eye (that mark
remains).
Then came the question: "What did
we fight about?"
Neither knew.
And that bit of "at home" experience
makes us wonder again why the fights
on a larger scale, the wars, are fought.
Those in the field, the cannon fodder, certainly can't tell the reason. And the man
back home, the statesmen who start it
all, change their reasons weekly.
The present war began as a fight for
poor little Poland; then it became a fight
to stamp out Hitlerism; what it will be,
for the French and British, next week
we won't venture.
What it is for the Nazi Germans is another story entirely. And its a Hitler story.
BEN ROBERTSON, SR. tells of an American
colored man who was captured by the Germans while fighting in the first world
war. A German officer asked him. "Why
are you over here fighting us?" The American's answer was, "To save the world for
the Democratic party."
Its all so useless-

REGULATION RAINCOATS
Last year Clemson's chapter of Scabbard and Blade, honor military organization sponsored a campaign (which gained the overwhelming approval of the student body) for standardizing Clemson raincoats.
The organization, after consulting the
students, announced that something would
be done—that Clemson students this year
(1939-40) would at long last have a regulation raincoat, in keeping with the regular uniform, and reasonably prifced.
But the college uniform committee refused to add "raincoat" to the required
-list.
Result: This week it rained. The array
of raincoats was as usual—gaudy, black
(in all styles), and canvas. Many men wore
the uniform mackinaw; many had nothing to protect them from the rain.
This newspaper thinks that a regulation raincoat is absolutely essential for
Clemson students. We realize that the biggest difficulty involved is concerned with
expense. But certainly a man can wear his
raincoat out of school as well as here'; and
certainly for his health's sake a ""man
should have a raincoat.
The Tiger hopes that Scabbard and..
Blade hasn't abandoned its fight-

LET THEM QUAKE
Major David Barnett is credited with this
rather pointed, but true, statement: "It's
better to carry bars on your shoulder in a
war, than a rifle."
And that statement, we think, justifies
intensified ROTC training here this year.
We doubt seriously that the United States
will enter a war very soon, but Europe's
plight is a warning. The question isn't even
debatable.
This country must prepare, and must
become so strong that any other nation,
and all other nations, would quake at the
very thought of attacking the New World.

YES, RUINS
A young man, passing through Clemson
last week, remarked on the beauty of the
campus and on its many historic spots.
"The ruins of Fort Hill, are especially interesting," he said, pointing to Clemson's
half-built field house.

GO EAST, BUNDSMEN
Dr. Sikes has this to repeat to Nazi
Bundsmen:
"If you don't like your Uncle Samuel, go
back to your home across the seas."
There's so much to do right here in
America, in South Carolina, at Clemson—
we haven't the time for war.
News story:
"Some University of Louisville buildings
originally housed a juvenile reform school."
That's nothing; have you ever seen The
Citadel?
Note to Furman:
Pennsylvania State College is considering establishing a special training course
for truck drivers.

V> ENKE. MINNESOTA TACKLE.
POUNCED ON A FUMBLE WITH SUCH FORCE
THE BALL. COLLAPSED /
- NO. CAKDTA- MINN. GAME - 1920 -

THE IDEA FOR.THE SENIOR
CANE TRADITION WAS
ORIGINATED BT CHARLES D.
SENIOR, C\KTMOUTH '02.
WHO HAS A PATENT ON THEM.

SHE*
By GEORGE McMILLAN
"RISE, WORM"
With the advent of Fall and the
beginning of school ,comes a deluge of paddles,
keys, swords,
handbags, and what
have you,
carried by numerous initiates of
the various campus clubs4 It's just
a repetition of the old gag of I
buy the mints and you eat "em.

C^fd

■BygEE!

NO MONKEY BUSINESS
AT U. N. C.

Clemson's student body last year
expressed itself in favor of changing the date of the Clemson-Furman football game to earlier in the
season. Unfortunately the expression was expressed too late in the
season and the game date could not
be changed.
What do you think about changing that game date?
Tom Clemson

s

MONEY, MONEY MONEY
DEAR TOM:
Our school is among the poorest
for its size in the country, and at
the present'time the chances seem
slim for its becoming any richer. On
the whole,
our alumni
are not
wealthy,
and do not
contribute
heavily to the college. We are not
endowed to any great extent. There
is little money remaining after we
use our yearly allotment for salaries and other essentials.
Equipment in the laboratories is
good, but only the equipment absolutely necessary for the student
is purchased.
Our chemistry labs
have few modern refinements. Our
physics equipment is far from what
it" could be. Even the school of
agriculture is shy on working ma-

—that Clemson's bravest Rat
calmly walked into the Winthrop
canteen Saturday night about bedtime, ignored the score of gals
clad in loud pajamas, ordered a
coke and
quietly
consumed it
'midst
the
snickers
from
all
around.

he's never going
a-gain.

motherly

-—oscar says—

—that Chippy Maness has really
got something to shine for at these
home games, and Oscar thinks he's
doing all right before and after.
—oscar says—

—that he congratulates the freshmen on their taste for feminine
—oscar says—•
—that Rentz, the Rock, lost her pulchritude; that was a cute crowd
equilibrium, and went into a spec- of chippies for a start.
oscar says—
tacular tailspin at the dig last
week end—no bones were broken. ' —that Converse had it all over
Winthrop at the rug-cuttin' last
—oscar says—
—that Hopy Cranford finally week-end, and he's -afraid it'll stay
gave in to Capt. Forrester and had that way if the home-ec gals don't
his picture taken at the dance af- snap out of it.
—oscar says—
ter soaking up a half dozen dopes
—that Col. Rhyne was proving
and a box of aspirin.
himself a man of mettle in looking
.—oscar says— •
out for some of his light-headed
—that Oscar saw Copley, Heape, cadets at the Erskine-Furman game
May, *and numerous others hang- last Friday night.
ing around the Ottaray for a
—oscar says—
glimpse of "Hedy" Saturday night.
—that Capt. "Dimples" Marshall
Now maybe they'll realize just how got far enough along the road last
powerful Oscar is.
week-end to get little Margaret to
—oscar says—
promise him an invitation to her
—that sophomores just can't get high school graduation in Henderover being
sophomores but they sonville next year.
—oscar says—
could pick a better place than the
—that we gather from recent exGrill at a dance intermission to
ples
that
drinking
doesn't go over
play lightning bug.
so well at home football games,
oscar says—
—that cheer-leader Dent could but he can't help but feel that
have shown more manhood at the somebcdy'U have a tough time
game Saturday had he stuck to making the New Orleans trip on
cheer-leading and left the tipsy Dr. Peppers.
—oscar says—one to himself or to the M. P's.
—that speaking of trips— he
—oBcar says—
—that Jack Fant is not affected hasn't heard anything about the
with what he appeared to be the State game yet and he can't cut his
either.
other day; those 'Hcales" were Saturday class
—oscar says—
only peanut husks sticking to his
—that this is a good place to
face.
preach that idleness reaps no reoscar says—
ward, and he hopes that this year's
—that Capt. Burns has got the "student leaders" won't follow last
jump on some of the boys and is years crowd and fold up and quit
writing his
application
to the now that all the Initiations are
Hosses-Neck club on the bust sheet. over.

Secretary Leon
Galloway, the
Will Hays of the University Dance
Committe is sharpening the teeth
-—oscar says—
in a few of the rules and regula—oscar says—
—that Banks McFadden remindtions of the committee concerning
—that he wonders what will be
ed him of War Admiral on his 90 the first move of the new Blue
conduct at dances held on the camyard jaunt Saturday.
pus.
Key "family."
—oscar says—'
Special emphasis will be given
—oscar says—
SOME FOLKS CALL IT LOVE the following two sections:
—that he loves his gal and he
—that Col. Nellie did a lot of
stuttering, the other night but he sure does hate to give up his Friday
(1) Any girl desiring to leave the
And speaking
of Fall, there
really wasn't taking grammar les- nights just to shine shoes for Satevening
seems to be an Indian Summer dance hall during any
son from that school teacher Over urday.
hanging about the foothills of the dance with the intention of return—oscar says—
It's a problem how to get more Seneca way.
Blue Ridge. If it gets too warm, ing must ba accompanied by a cha—that he invites any and all
money.
It's
a
problem
squarely
up
—oscar
says—
we might have to look after some perone during her entire stay from
—that "Smoke-Rings"
Bouton contributions to this column via
to the student body of Clemson.
of these birds who believe that the dance.
says he does not smoke a pipe and means of the Tiger boxes or by
Here's
one
way
it
might
be
done.
(2) Anyone showing
signs of
'•In the Spring
a young man's
that if people don't leave him alone mail.
drinking or other misconduct shall For a present to the school, each
fancy"—you know the rest.
be daalth with according to the member of the graduating class
ON TO CHARLOTTE
discretion of the dance committee. might contribute a dollar for the
of some
Clemson
Nice going Leon, but if I know improvement
But uppermost in the Clemson
anything about collegiate dances, coure of study, and at the same
man's thoughts at the moment is
time promise to contribute a dolthe prospect of the trip to Char- you and your pals have got a lar a year every year as long as
job on your hands.
lotte for the Clemson-N. C. State
he conveniently can. In addition,
MODERN STUFF ER SUMPN
game. From what we hear about
I was in three distinct sections of each graduate could promise to try
the campus, Tom Clemson will be
to interest other classes In the
there with rings
on his fingers tha country this summer and in plan.
one
of
those
places
I
ran
across
the
and bells on his toes.
If each succeeding senior class
following passage. I'm quite certain that S. C. is not responsible. would follow the lead set by the
PASSIVENESS NDESIRE
'40, Clemson would be
Come to think of it. it must have class of
wealthier and ranked higher among
On the serious side— We con- been some where up North.
tend that the great trouble with
"I'm a little boy with green hair the colleges of the nation.
Let's think it over.
the American people
is that we and Gertrude Stem just wrote this
are satisfied to take certain seri- on pink paper a moment ago. Read
Arthur Williams
Do' you think that tthe president's proposal to repeal
ous thing too lightly. For instance, this story, oh please do. It's a
the arms embargo clauase of the Neutrality Act and allow
we continue to hear of the work pretty little story all about a litDear Tom:
being done by radicals and un- tle girl who she was pretty too.
the sale of arms and munitions to belligerents on a cash and
desirables In our country, yet we And then the story ran on and on
I'm not a complaining person, carrv basis sWbuld be enacted into law?
say to ourselves that
we know and then stopped and then ran generally. I like Clemson. I think
Ed Young ( J u n io r )
"The From a business-like view, it is
what we believe, and
that we on again.
good; from a moral standpoint, it
it's
the grandest school in the United States, in
my
opinion
and our Democracy are so openAnd on
is wrong.
world I like the men who go to
minded
that no amount of talk
And on.
Clemson.
I think they're
the should sell raw and finished procan touch us or shape our opin- Like this and then it stopped again grandest people in the world.
Tom Richardson (Senior)
"I
I ducts to beligerent nations only on
ions.
think it is the best thing to do.
like the Tiger.
I think It's the a cash and carry basis....
it did again.
In this we are wrong. If we hear And when it started running again grandest school paper in the world
We do not want to help along
a misstatement enough we
can it said why doesn't an
There is one little detail that I
elephant
Pinokney Eve (Junior)
"Yes any bloodshed, but since every
easily come
to believe it, or at wear pink tights.
material can be used to some purBut if they don't like, though. I don't like the
least to be influenced by it. We
attitude of the big shots concern- I am in favor of repealing the pose by every warring nation?, why
feel that it is time for the true did would they and then in came ing freshmen. They take two rats arms embargo and allowing war- should we endanger our own merAmerican people to say: "We be- the pink elephant with green tights right off the bat to clean up their ring nations to haul away supplies chant marine? No matter what
lieve in America and the ideals and a pretty purple face". So I rooms. Some take three; one on
we shipped to Britain, Germany
in their own ships....
upon
which our democracy is started to run. SOS. SOS. SOS.
would call it contraband and tormy company has even taken four.
MATING
INSTINCT,
MAYBE
founded! We want no Fascism, no
pedo our vessels. Since we value
University of North Carolina is Consequently, there not enough
Bill Awtry (Junior)
"I say keeping out of war more than we
Naziism, no Communism No UNrats to
go around. Quite a few
not
exactly
a
coed
institution,
that
AMERICANISM. You see such a
poor sophomore privates have to let them fight the war with their do stopping them, let any nation
statement on the
front page of is, Chapel Hill is primarily for men clean up their own rooms. They own stuff; don't bring the war any come and get goods in their own
women.
today's TIGER.
If this is your and Greensboro for the
ships, with no credit given.
don't have a rat and can't get
However some females do migrate one, regardless of how unpleasant nearer to us....
sentiment, express it.
to the masculine abode for their they make it for the rat sergeant.
"Yes. I
Ross, D. J. (Junior)
"Keep • Frank Mills (Senior)
junior and senior years. These coIt's unjust. It's almost enough
don't think that it can be styled a
eds are from colleges all over the to make a person lose his faith in the War in Europe; we don't want step toward maintaining our tradicountry. Here's the point.
When Clemson men.
to become anymore involved than tional neutrality, but it will serve
asked what they thought about tha
The big shots are supposed to is necessary....
public opinion.
The
university as compared to the wo- set the example for others to folmen's college they just left each low. They certainly shouldn't set
Napier Ellis (Junior)
"If the
P. D. Seabrook
(Junior)
"I
one inevitably commentad on the such an example of selfishness as act is repealed we will be taking do think that the present session
great number of males.
sides;that will lead inevitably to of congress should uphold the
that.
,
One said, "Wellesly and UNC
president's proposal to repeal the
They should take one rat and war....
By
are incomparable! There is a great let every room of upperclassmen
Arms Embargo Act. Since the
BILL WADE
J.
M.
Stallworth
(Senior).
difference in being noted for In- take one. Then if there are any
president, in his address to congress, made it plain that the sale
FRIDAY
"NAUGHTY
BUT tellect and being noted for men." left over they could take two.
Another;" At Stevens we did not
of arms and munitions would be
Everybody concerned would be
NICE" Ann Sheridan comes to the
ex- much happier,
and the under- fever, and was sent to the hos- carried on strictly on a "cash and
front again this week but Dick have enough men—frm one
privileged
upperclassmen would pital, just a few days after leav- carry" basis, I see no possible danPowell is present to spoil any illus- treme to the ■ other."
And, "Even the night-watchman think a great deal more of their ing the ROTC camp in Anniston, ger that could arise from such an
ions you might have over -a roenactment of law."
mantic lead, at least most of us at Agnes Scott had to be married." colonels, captains, and lieutenants. Ala.
Doctors attending Bob said that,
Then too, "With so many men
think that way. Evan at that this
Your
sincerely,
considering
the
incubation
period,
Roy Pearce
(Junior): "I feel
week-end
musical comedy seems to have more it is Hike having the
H. McCOY.
he contacted the disease while at that in times like these we should
on the ball than most of them. last all we'k"
the
government
camp.
look to a leader who knows the
WHAT SOME PEOPLE ■
Powell isn't so bad as a stiff-backHospital and medical expenses situation and who is well informTo the Corps . . .
DON'T KNOW
ed professor of music who finds ^
for treating Bob piled up, we un- ed. Then too, I'm pro RooseA rat walked up to the library
New York has substituted Back and
Do you remember
when you derstand; he was proclaimed well velt. I believe that the president
Bethovan
with Goodman
and counter and a.-jkc<". for Dicken's raised merry hell last year
be- just a short while before school is right in his proposal.
Another who
Miller Ann Sheridan is beginning "Picnic Papers".
cause the captain of the company opened.
to prove that she has
something wanted a copy of Franz Werfel's on the bottom floor of second barI wonder if there's any way in
George Goblet (Sophomore: "It
Years Of
more to offer than oomph, and popular work, "Forty
racks locked the doors after long which the army could be called would go a long way towards
asked for
"Forty
Gale Page, Zazu Pitts, Helen Brod- Musa Dagh"'
roll to keep you from stampeding upon to stand some
of the ex- keeping us out of war, since the
erick, and Ronald Reagan supply Ways To Amuse a Dog." But the through that hall while these boys penses—since the disease was con- possibility our ships being sunk by
one
that
topped
them
all
was
the
some good support to round out an
were trying to study . . Well, last taced while Bob was at the ROTC the belligerents woudl be decreaslad who needed material
for a year we were among you; but now
abov par performance.
ed a great deal, thus preventing
theme and requested
"Aristotle's we're living down here and we've camp?
cause for war.
SATURDAY Same
as Friday. Conception of Shakespeare."
Tom Clemson.
found out how it is . . . Won't you
No previews for Saturday night.
cooperate
with us by
moving
Jack Lever (Sophomore): "Like
our hall during Dear Mr. Clemson:
Senator Borah, I suppose I'm
MONDAY "THEY SHALL HAVE of fun to watch the tree swinging quietly through
We hate the
pretty much of an isolationist,
MUSIC" With nothing to base an antics of the lord of the jungle, this study period?
Your note in last week's issue and to quote Borah, T believe that
opinion on our guess is as good as and his swimming is even more thoughts of being isolationists, but about
playing
the
Furman
game
American boys will follow Ameryours as to the contents of this impressive than ever. Ian Hunter if you big-wigs in boots and you earlier next year was timely.
nutzy hard
ican guns into the trenches'. Our
musical drama. Andrea Leeds, Joel and Henry Stephanson give a nice sophomores in your
We
are
all
agreed,
I
think,
that
McCrea and Walter Brennan head- performance as does John Shef- heeled shoes insist upon stomping Clemson should play Furman'ear- aid will tend to prolong the war
through, we'll have
to lock the
and the longer it continues the
line the performance so it can't be field.
ly in October, rather than so late
stable door to keep the asses out .
greater will be our chances of enbad. Jascha Heifetz makes his first
in
the
season.
That
late
game
WEDNESDAY "THE DAWN PAWe're
sure that we'll receive
tering the conflict actively."
screen appearance as a conductor.
should
go
to
some
more
imporMondays we are used to most any- TROL." Those of you who missed that cooperation that is typically tant, and maybe larger place.
round CLEMSON! . So, .thanks a milJ. G. Young Sophomore): "No I
thing anyhow, so why not give it a this one on the first go
I think some big-shot's club like think that congress should wait
should not let it go by again. Errol lion ....
try.
the Blue Key or
Tiger Brother- until they can determine what
Flynn, David Niven,
and Basil
The boys of E-2
hood or something should take up course the president will take in
TUESDAY "TARZAN FINDS A Rathbona do a swell job of porthe torch and get the boys in bar- case the bill is passed. While I am
SON". Johnny Weismuller
swims traying the dashing leaders of the
racks
organized
behind
this in favor of giving this aid to the
to the front again in the latast of famous Lafayette Escadrille dur- LIEUT. COL. H. M. POOL,
"Change Furman
Game Date" demorcracies, I am afraid that
the Tarzan series with
Maureen ing the last war. It is interesting Commandant.
drive. Coach Neely and the other President Roosevelt will use this as
O'Sullivan
as
his care-free and to note that Niven has just been Dear Colonel Pool:
officials would probably cooperate. a stepping stone toward getting us
lovely jungle mate. Tha picture Is called back to Engalnd to serve
Bob Airial, one of Clemson's betin deeper and possibly as wellfilmed
well and packed
with his country. Here's hoping he has
Your truly,
ter-known and better-liked sentimed third term strategy...."
5
enough thrills to satisfy even the the luck without the close calls he
J. F. G.
ors, suffered an attack of Typhu?
hardest to please. It's always a lot has in 'Dawn Patrol."

SHOOT
SHOW

THREE
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Largest Band In Clemson's History Begins Stringent Practice Series
Bonnette Leads,
Mulling Heads
Military Part
Under the direction of Director
George Bonnettj the largest band
in the history of Clemson is being
polished
and groomed
for the
heavy Itinerary
that has
been
mapped out for the Clemson musicians this year. Some 103 men,
including 37 Freshmen, are in the
band.
Although the band will not accompany the Football team to the
Tulane game in New Orleans this
week-end because of the lack of
funds, tentative plans are
being
made for the outfit to go to the
Clemson game in Charlotte, The
l^fctetate fair game with Carolina, in
Columbia, the game with George
Washington in Washington, and the
Wake Forrest game here.
It was also announced that the
band will lead the Cotton Festival
Parade in Greenville. October 14.
Bonnette says
that this year's
band should get some kind of record for excellence. Regular practices are held three times a week
and Officials are highly pleased with
the snowing at the game here with
P. C. las£ week.
Special -attention will be given
to fancy formations this year, it
was announced. The
nature of
these
movements was
not disclosed, but F. J. Mullins, Captain
of the Band company, says. '"They
will definitely
be different." the
streamlining of the Army infantry
does not officially affect the band,
Mullins said.
Bob Dukes is First Sergeant of
> the Band company this year, and
Jim Pearman is Drum Major.

Upholt Takes Place
With Experimenters

Disc- OVERY
By Walker

RAT HOP—Jitterbug galore, fancy smooth steps, executed by bald
headed individuals known as Clemson "rats" were the "rage" at the
annual Freshman hop in the college field house last week-end.

Wilkinson, Zeigler
Have Posts On The
G-Man's Newspaper
J. C. Wilkinson, former Tiger
editor, was recently appointed
Managing;
Editor of the Florence Evening Star, South Carolina's newst daily newspaper,
published by Melvin
Purvis,
Former G-Man who won
acclaim for his daring capture of
Dillinger.
A Clemson graduate in 1939 is
circulation manager of
the
Evening Star.
Mr. Wilkinson, after graduating from Clemson,
worked a
while as Editor of the Seneca
Journal,
in Seneca, then on
the staff of a Greenwood newspaper.

Lawton Gets Post
With Anderson
Daily Newspaper

"Rat" Hop Is
Big Sucess
By BAJ&NEY MARSHALL
(Society Editor)
Climaxed by ' the largest crowd
that has attended Freshman Hop
in many years, the opening dance
of the- 1939-40 scholastic year
came to a successful conclusion last
Saturday night at midnight. Both
the Friday and Staurday night
dances were declared by all who
attended to have ben extremely
entertaining, and much favorable
comment concerning the music of
Paul Brigman was heard.
The Friday night dance started
off with the arrival of several "rat"
jitterbugs who really warmed up
the floor for the late-comers. It
was, as was intended, a freshman
dance, but upperclassmen alike enjoyed every minute of the playing
time. Paul Brigman and his band
from High Point, N. C, had all
the swing and sweet music that was
needed to put the crowd in a jovial mood, but fast moving time
ended the dance before the varnish
blistered on the floor.
The Saturday night dance was
even bigger than the previous one,
for many graduates and their dates
who had seen the football game
earlier in the day stayed on to
enjoy the traditional dance season
opener. More girls, more cadets,
and more of that good music featured a wonderful evening's session, but like all good things, the
dance ended, and the crowd went
home in a merry mood in the realization that they had had one big
time.

Tom Lawton,
former business
manager of the Tiger,, recently accepted a post with the
business
staff of the Anderson Independent,
in Anderson.
At Clemson Mr. Lawton was a
prominent member of Blue
Key
and other organizations. His year
with the Tiger was considered by
college authorities the best in "the
Tiger's business history."
Mr. Lawton is staying' with Judge
s Talladega College has adopted a Greene
and
Claude, a former
program whereby all members of the Clemson student, in Anderson.
student body, staff and faculty parThree new instructors, Dr. F. H.
ticipate in making and executing
the controlling policies of the insti- Taylor, Dr. L. Shanor, and E. R.
Hauser„ were this year added to
tution.
the agricultural teaching staff, it
has been announced.
Dr. Shanor, who received his doctorate degree from Harvard, and
Some 40 students, many of the
Dr. Taylor, who did graduate work
signed up "dates" for
at the University of North Caro- freshmen,
lina, will be connected with the the annual Freshmen hop.
On Sale at the Canteen
Botany
department. Mr.
Hauser
Among those listed to attend the
will teach Animal Husbandry.
dance series are:
and Everywhere Else
Littlejohn, c. E., Delia Jo MarProf W. Bing,
instructor in
Agricultural Economics, did grad- shall, University of Ga.
BelJ, M. S., Ann Miller, G. W. C.
uate work at the Virginia Polytechnic^ Institute
this summer.
Sanders, A. W., Ellen Carpenter,
Before returning to Clemson, Prof. Campus.
Anderson, S. C.
Bing also attended a meeting of
McDowell. N. O.,
Virginia WoAgricultural Economists and Engi- mack, Charlotte.
"Buck Barton"
neers at Chicago.
Graham. A. D., Steadman Cork,
Columbia.
Harry McKeown, Zeline Harby,
Converse.
Kenn
Burdette, Porter
Cart,
Charleston.
T. H. Wilson, Helen Yobs, Columbia.
Joe Payne, Ruth Friday, Charleston..
William Colbert,
Elizabeth Dyson, Sanford, Fla.
Seafoods
Banquets
Steaks & Chops
Aubrey
Rion, Willodene Rion,
Columbia.
Moderate in price
Steve Haselden, Carolyn Whisenhunt, Florence.
S. Main at McBee Sts.
1229 Hampton St.
R. L. Johnston, Sarah Carter
Greenville
Columbia
Gill, Florence.
C. M. Waddy,
Jean Strayhorn,
Augusta.
C. C. . Gaston, Estercita Clark,
Clemson. ,
R. G. Forsythe, Edith Weeks, Savannah.
Henriquez, Mary price, Converse.
Scotia, R. Western, Converse.
K. W. Kobb, Laura Artley, Athens, Ga.
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH
Manny Lawton, jinnie Pool, Brenau.
Herbert Cotton, Betty Johnson,
112 N. Main St.
Anderson, S. C.
Columbia.
Henry Cary, Carroll McDavid,
Raleigh, N. C.
W. E. Bates, Margaret Sheider,
Hendersonville, N. C.
Andy Carter, Annie West, Navy
Yard.
Joe
Brown,
Margaret
Rentz,
Campus.
Robert Trammel, Mildred Spencer, Greenville.
Hugh
Cary, Burnette
Ussery,
Columbia.
, Bill
Bouton, Emily
Jdhnson,
Winthrop.
Louie Cason, Marion Masters,
Winthrop.
Hugh Merriman, Margaret Haynie, Florence.
Joe
Dukes, Frances
Jeffords,
Orangeburg.
Anderson
Hugh Brown, Annie Lois Botter,
Orangeburg.
Wilbur King, Agnes Campbell, G.
W. C.
Jeter Glenn, Dot Bickier, Pendleton.
Edwin
Collins, Louise
Jones,
Duncan, S. C.
Frank Mills, Quincy Mills, Acworth.
Robert Turtelage, Peggy Bell,
Charlotte.
W. A. Hall,
Helaine Goodpasture, Atlanta.
Harper, S. M., Chris. Miller, Atlanta.
J. H. Simpson, Neita Carter, G.
W. C.
W. Martin Upholt was this week
named to succeed J. N. Todd as
assistant
entomologist for
the
South Carolina Experiment Station.
Mr. Upholt expects to get his
doctorate degree from the University of California in December.
The responsibility of the position
will be greatly increased, it was
stated by R. A. McGinty, assistant
director of the experiment station.

ROYAL CROWN
COLA

NEHI
BOTTLING CO.

Meet Your Friends and Colleagues at
BIHARI'S RESTAURANT
Air Conditioned

DORN'S

"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"

You Can Get Flowers For All
Occasions
—At
WAKEFIELD'S FLOWERS

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
—AT—

SULLIVAN

HARDWARE CO.

L

ALUMNI CHATTER

Anderson, South Carolina

Miss Mary Anne Abernathy,
retary to Dean H. P. Cooper,
resigned to accept a position
a Charlotte
manufacturing
cern.

sechas
with
con-

Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes
Anitras Dance (Vocation)
—John Kirby and his Orch.
This six-man organization certainly sounds big. With an instrumentation of trumpet,
clarinet,
tenor, sax, piano, bass, and drums
this band attains some effects that
should make many a larger group
turn green. DRINK TO ME combines several beautiful
concert
passages with very clean ensemble
swing and some ad lib solos that
really start your feet
tapping.
ANITRA'S DANCE shows off the
fine execution
and precision of
the instrumentalists and is recommended to those who appreciate
these qualities.
I LOVE YOU (BOCALIONl
WHY, OH WHY—Jimmie Lunce
ford and Orch.
Those who heard Lunceford at
Taps Ball last year will remember
his fine rendition of sweet tunes.
I LOVE YOU begins with a baritone sax solo for the first chorus,
followed by Dan Grissom's vocal.
The last chorus is typical Lunce
ford with several passages of his
screwy sax voicing standing out.
EMBRACEABLE YOU (Vocation)
AIN'T MISBEHAVIN
Bobby
Hackett and Orch.
Featuring the lovely-toned cornet of Hackett, these two
sides
must be heard to be appreciated.
Hackett, who is hailed as the successor to Bix Beiderbecke, shows
himself to advantage by playing
very softly and sweetly. This recently-formed band should go far.
BLUES UPSTAIRS (Decca).
BLUES DOWNSTAIRS — Woody
Herman and Orch.
"The
Band That
Plays The
Blues" stays in character in these
two sides. Slightly on the "boogiewoogie" side, these two tunes have
about the same tempo as the wellknown "Woodchopper's Ball" recorded by the same band. To those
who like blues played by a band
that certainly knows how to play
them, this record is recommended.
KITTEN ON THE KEYS (Decca)
HOLIDAY—Frankie Carle, Piano
solo.
Those who heard Frankie Carle
when lie played with Mai Hallett's
band knew that he was a great
pianist. However, it remained for
him to compose
"Sunrise Serenade" before he
could get
the
recognition he so well
deserves.
He now is featured with Horace
Heidt's Orch. These two sides, recorded when he was with Hallett
show the perfection of his playing.
In KITTEN he takes an old piano
solo of the jazz era and shows that
it can be made to swing. His rendition of the modern compos' Won
HOLIDAY is superb
and leaves
nothing to be desired.
ALL I REMEMBER IS YOU
(Decca).
OSTAROON, Shaw and his band
have recorded another side that
should rival his "Begin the Beguine." Shaw does his usual fine
work on clarinet, ably assisted by
soloists Johnny Best (trumpet) r.nd
George
Auld (tenor)—remember
him with Bunny Berigen. The sax
passage following the first cr.orus
stands out. ALL I REMEMBER is
rendered is Shaw's best manner.
Unison saxes with
muted brass
background makes the first chorus
e, fine build-up for Helen Forrest's vocal..

YNEWS
BY WADE
The Y. M. C. A., familiar haunt
of every Clemson man, has thrown
open its doors for another active
year of service. Every arm of the
"Y" will branch out next week in
an effort to lend a hand to all
students.
Freddie Kirchner, genial head of
organized "Y" sports, announced
that an
extensive indoor
sports
schedule has been adopted, and that
company volleyball and swimming
competition will begin early next
week. Company basketball garres
are scheduled to begin immediately
after the State Fair holidays.
Those who like their exercise in
milder doses will have an Opportunity to use the newly equipped
recreation room located just back
of the barbershop.
Under the direction of the "Y"
cabinet officers, evening watch
groups will begin meeting Monday
night on each company hall. By
the first of October Freshmen Forum groups will be organized to enable the rats to attend several outstanding
lectures
during
each
month.
Vespers got off to a flying start
this
year
with
an
inspiring
opening address by President E. W
Sikes. Several
hundred freshmen
and a
number of upperclassmen
heard Dr. Sikes emphasize hard
work _and tolerance, key words in
Y. MT C. A. work.
The entire staff of the "Y" has
begun work with enthusiasm and
hopes that all new men will take
an interest in some phase of the
year's program.

MEETINGS
Atlanta, Ga., chapter meeting
changed to October 6.
Greensboro, N. C, chapter October 5.
Charlotte, N. C, chapter October
6.
State-wide fair meeting at 5:30
o'clock in the Rathskeller of the
Jeffefson hote lin Columbia.
MANY WITH G. E.
Twelve Clemson graduates are
employed with Qeneral Electric at
Schenectady, N. Y., according to
a recent survey. They are: T. S.
Gandy, '03; R. J. Greene, '34; G.
B. Holland, '06; C. D. Hopkins, '37;
R. G. LeRoy, '37; R. H. Mitchell,
'27; E. S. Murrah, '28; H. D. Plenge,
'10; M. A. Savage, '06; W. C. Snyder. '30; W. M. Rogers, '37; and
F. E. Thomas, '22.
Five alumni are connected with
the same organization at.its Pittsfield, Mass., branch. They are: O..
H. Beymer, '15; J. A. Blackwell, 12;
W. G. Dominick. '09; R. M. Hunt,
'35; and O. O. Wood, '07.
WEDDING BELLS
According to popular report, T.
Mack Folger, '37, one of Clemson's
former grid stars, is planning matrimony in the near future. Mack is
living in Pickens at present.
GOOD RECORD
P. H. Aull, '01, now in business
in Allendale, has had three sons to
be graduated at Clemson college.
Few alumni can boast such a record.
WHERE THEY ARE NOW
D. A. Amme, '16, is traveling
for the Perry Man Electric company of Columbia. His home is in
Charleston.
G. M. Armstrong, 14, is connected with the agricultural department at Clemson.
J. E. Auld, '04, is in the brokerage business in Columbia.
G. M. Barnett, 09, is farming near
Westminster, S. C.
J. W. Blease, '01, is with the
Carolina Light and Power Co.,
Charleston, S. C.
E. F. Brown, '04, holds an important position with the Sou. Bell
Tel. Co. in Atlanta, Ga. He Js president of the Atlanta Chapter Clemson Alumni.
A. B. Bryan, '08, is director Of
bulletins and publications with the
Extension Dept. at Clemson.
J. T. Lazarr, 12, is district agent
with the extension service with
headquarters at Florence, S. C.
D. H. Atkinson, '34, is with the
Arcadian Nitrate of Soda Co., and
is located at Orangeburg, S. C.
J. E. Blackwell, '35, is with the
C. & W. C. Railway Co. and is located in Augusta, Ga.
T. O. Bowen, '33, is assistant
county agent in Sumter county and
is located at Sumter, S. C.
R. A. Carter, '37, is special agent
with the New York Life Ins. Co.
and is located at Clemson.
George Chapman, '35, is city editor with The Greenville Piedmont
and is located in Greenville.
R. A. Cole, '35, is agricultural
teacher in the schools at Pickens.
Alex Stephens, "35, Is teaching
and coaching in the schools at
Pickens.
J. Craig, '34, is with the U. S.
Soil Conservation service and is located in Greenwood.
C. E. Cummings, '35, is in the
hardware business in Bishopville,
S. C.
W. M. Dillard, '36, is coaching at
Anderson high school, Anderson, S.
C.
H. S. Fellers, '35 is in the laundry
business in Columbia.
V. R. Fleming, '37, is clerk of
court of Laurens county and is living at Laurens, S. C.
A. D. Fordham, '32, is supt. of
education in Beaufort county and
lives at Beaufort, s. C.
W. W. Friday, '32, is now a
Methodist minister in the Upper S.
C. conference and lives at Spartanburg, S. C.
C. J. Inabinet, '36, is a traveling
salesman and lives at Orangeburg.
Allen Johnstone, '32, is assistant
superintendent of light and water
plant at Orangeburg, S. C.
D. Kohn, '34, is in the mercantile business in Washington, D. C.
George LaFaye, '35, is in the architectural business at Columbia.
J. Henry Woodward, Jr., '35, is
practicing law in Columbia, S. C.
W. A. "Streak" Lawton, '37, is
teaching and coaching at Olympia
High school in Columbia, S. C.
W. K. Lewis, '37, is with the
Sonoco Products Co., at HartsVille,
S. C.
J. R. McNabb, '34, is with the
Duquesne Light and Power Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
J. G. Mobley, '34, is agriculture
teacher at Newberry, S. C.
C. P. Quattlebaum, '37, is with
the ' Buzzard
Roost Power Co.,
Greenwood, S. C. He lives at
John ton, S. C.
KQsJ.h f8Egr et eetat cm mf m
George Way, '36, is with the
Photo Process Co., Atlanta, Ga.
P. H. Adams, '06, is with the
Public Service E & G. Co., 80
Park Place, Newark, N. J.
J. W. Lewis, '08, is pastor of the
Methodist church at Central, S. C.
Leo Gillespie, '02, is presiding
elder of the Methodist church, Anderson district. He lives at Anderson.

Dr. G. H. Collings, who for several years has served on the agricultural staff, was this year proHarper Gault, news editor of the
moted to a full professorship in the' Rock Hill Herald, visited at Clemagronomy department.
son, with his family, last weekend.
R. L. Anderson and Charles M.
Aull, graduates in the school of
A monumental Concordance for
Agricultural Economics and Rural the work of Ovid, the Latin poet,
Sociology, have been awarded fel- has just been completed at Catholowships to the University of Ken- lic University. It weighs 13 1-2
pounds.
tucky,

Sikes Stresses Self Respect,
Control, Dependence In Talk
Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, Clemson
president, in an address to the student body during trie cnapel program Wednesday, stressed three vital "self" factors and explained
that they were important in making for success.
Self control, self dependence, and
self respect were listed by the president.
In his talk, Dr. Sikes said.:
There is one word in an unabridged dictionary that appears
several hundred times. It is the
word "Self." Nearly every human
emotion has self as a prefix. Self
is a person as distinguished from
all other persons. It is said that no
two leaves, and no two snowflakes
are exactly alike. So no two selves
are exactly alike. There are three
of these selves it behooves you to
consider carefully and thoughtfully. The three are self-control, selfdependency, and self-respect,
Self-control is the act, power, or
habit of having on'e faculties or
energies, especially the inclinations
an demotions, under control. Controlled feelings mark the great
commander. At New Orleans Jackson told his men, "Hold your fire
until you see the whites of their
eyes." At Seven Pines Jos. E.
Johnson permitted McClellan's army to get within sight and sound
of Richmond, and then resisted.
As Washington and Lincoln were
given more and more power they
became less and less dictatorial or
arbitrary. Alexander the Great conquered the known world and wept
because there was nothing left to
conquer, but he had not self-control, slew his best friend and adviser, and died in a drunken brawl
at the age of thirty-three. Nations
and national leaders have often
injured their people through lack
of self-mastery. Spain made conquest of Mexico and Peru, her galleons returned home laden with
gold and silver, returned at a time
when these, precious metals were
scarce in Europe. It was Spam's opportunity to become the commercial, industrial, and agricultural
leader of Europe. But for lack of
self-mastery
she
expelled
the
Moors, the best farmers in Europe,
inaugurated the Inquisition under
Torquemada, and deputized the
terrible Duke of Alva to devastate
her richest province, the Netherlands. Soon her glory no longer
waxed, but waned. From that day
to this the mark of Cain has been
on her brow. Failure to hold one's
self within due limits in pleasures
and duties, in work and in play,
can but lead to disaster. Indolence
and ease are siren voices that
have ' beguiled many a student to
the fatal rocks. Like Ulysses of old
tie yourself to the mast of selfcontrol and list not to bewitching
songs. He that ruleth his spirit
is mightier than he that taketh a
city. Proverbs 16:22.
Self-dependence is the use of
one's own powers and abilities to
attain one's ends. Without self-dependence there can be no independence. Only from self-help come
the inquiring mind and the appetite for learning, comes intellectual
interests and even the amenities of
social behavior. There is much
talk of social security. Much of it
is pure balderdash or senseless
jargon. Leadership belongs not to
the secure but to the daring. Mental stamina comes thorugh the
performance of mental tasks. It
will be fatal to Americanism when
a relief check is as desirable as a
pay check. The United States has
its own distinctive problems. They

must be solved in the American
way. No visiting delegation to Norway, Sweden, and Denmark can
bring back a solution for us. Suggestions are valuable, imitation is
valueless.
The world's greatest colonizers
have been the English race. They
have also been the stock that has
had self-dependence. The settlers
at Jamestown and Plymouth Rock
had to fight their own way. Both
had to struggle through a "starvation period." Parliament said to
them "root hog or die." On the
other hand, the French in Canada
received the protective care of t,he
home government. In 1759 the
English defeated and absorbed the
French. Through self-help the
English colonies sent their roots
deep into the soil. The same spirit
crossed the continent and subdued
it. There has developed in recent
years a spirit of defeatism or helplessness such as our pioneers never
knew. There are new frontiers in
America—frontiers not to be won
by axe and rifle, but by thinking.
These frontiers are tenant and the
sharecropper problem, the relation
between employer and employe, adult education and health. This
tangled wilderness calls for a new
type of frontiersman.
Lack of self-dependence destroys
initiative and creates this feeling
of helplessness. Bancroft said the
"Acadians were despised because
they were helpless." It breeds a
sycophancy which will undermine
the character of anf man. The
most perfect cooperation still calls
for self-activity. When the "blocker" has taken out his man the ball
"carrier" must still be able to carry
on alone, John G. Saxe watching a
game of cards wrote, these lines in
his poem The Game of Life:
"In battle or business,/ whatever
the game,
In law or in love, it is ever the
same;
In the struggle for power, or the
scramble for self,
Let this be your motto—"Rely on
yourself."
For whether the prize be a ribon or throne,
The victor is he who can go it
alone."
Self-respect is the feeling or obligation to maintain for one's self,
a worthy standard of conduct. It
is what Milton called "the inward
reverence of a man toward his
own person." The man who respects
himself is safe from others. He
wears an armored mail no javelin
can pierce.
When Judas realized what he
had done, that he had betreyad

innocent blood for 30 pieces of silver, he lost respect for himself,
threw back the silver, went out
and hanged himself. On that same
night Simon peter thrice denied
his Master. But when he heard the
cock crow he quit the crowd, walked down the narrow streets of
Jerusalem, his great shoulders
shaken by deep sobs/He regained
his self-respect and became lionhearted. An associate of his, PauL
in his old age, after many perils
by sea and land, could say, "I have
fought a good fight, I have kept the
faith, I am ready." Among the last
words of Washington, spoken to
his faithful attendant, were, "bring
the books, straighten the accounts,
I am not afraid." Grover Cleveland
lost the affection of his political
party and saw his last administration wrecked on the rocks. Among
his last words were, "I have tried
so hard to do right." These men
had maintained their inner reverence for self—their self-respect.
You will face crises in your life.
The time will come when you will
face triumphant opposition; When
you may have to stand and stand
alone. When Horatious stood alone
at the head of the bridge he glanced back across the Tiber and saw
the white porch of his home and
the city, and in front of him the
oncoming host. Then he spoke the
most impressive words of Macaulay's poem, "How can man die better than facing fearful odds
For the ashes of his fathers, and
the temple of his Gods."
Not only are individuals losing
respect for their words and pledges
but it is permeating international
diplomacy. There are influential
rulers today whose promises cannot
be trusted. Such national laxity
influences men and women. It does
not augur well for the peace and
happiness of the world. It is tragic
for the world to lose its soul of international righteousness.
In conclusion, - study thyself, and
know thyself. May you this year
in the words of the prophet,
"lengthen your cords and strengthen your stakes, Isaias 54:2. To selfcontrol add self-dependence; to
self-dependence add self-respect
and the sum will total success or
the deserving of It.
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Ariail Names
Remainder Of
Agrarian Staff

Budget Designers
To Visit Clemson
On November 22

First Issue May
Be Out Nov. 1
Robert Ariail, editor of the Agrarian, wday announced the remainder or that publication's 1939-40
staff.
The departmental editors selectrd
are: C. A. Vincent,
Agricultural
Economics; Roy Todd, Agricultural
Education; e. H. Triplett, Ag. Engineering; J. M. Baker, Agronomy;
W. L. Eidson, Animal Husbandry;
H. A. Johnson, Dairying; N. L.
Turner, Horticulture; and Bruce
Heniford, Entomology.
The Agrarian in its first year met
■with a brilliant success, and was
generally regarded as on of the
finest agricultural publications in
the country.
Ths other members of the staff
who have been at work since last
May are: R. L. Hearon. associate
editor; R. C. Wannamaker, managing editor; W. J. Oats, business
manager; Richard Bryant, advertising manager; O. K. Furtick, assistant advartising manager; and
Fred Wells, circulation manager.
The date of the first issue has
been tentatively set as November
1.

Library
Miss Cornelia Graham, Clemson
librarian, this
week
announced
that the following books had been
added to the college collection:
Benes, Eduard. "Democracy: Today and Tomorrow."
Macmillan.
1939.
In this book made up of his lectures delivered at the University
of Chicago,
the former president
Df the former Cxecho-Slovakia discusses the conflict between the
modern democratic and anti-democratic philosophies.
Borkenau, Franz. "The New German Empire." The Viking
Press
1939.
An exile who, in pre-Nazi Germany, was a left - wing member of
the German Labor party and a reRauchchning. Herman. "The Revolution of nihilism." Alliance Book
Corporation. 1939.
This former
president of the
Senate of the Free City of Danzig
and leader of the National Socialist
Party who went into «xile ipeaks
to warn the world that the philosophy and doctrine of Naziism is the
will to destroy.
Thompson, Dorothy. "Let
The
Record Speak." Houghton Miffin
1939.
A dramatic running account of
account of the Nazi advance by
an author who, realizing the full
significance of Hitler, has been the
fulfillment of many of h.er startling
prophecies.
Churchill, Winston S. "Step by
Step: 1936-1939." Gt P. Putman's
sons. 1939.
The man who has been British
under secretary for war, who has
held half a dozen different ministries and has written volumes of
history gives his reaction to the
political events of the
past three
years in their chronological sequence.
Kirkpatrick, F. A. "Latin America:" a short history. (Cambridge
history series) MacMillan. 1939.
A one-volume history of Latin
America from the time of Columbus to the Peace Conference of all
the American Republics, held in
Buenos Aires in December, 1936.
The author is an Emeritus Read-*
er in Spanish at the University of
Cambridge.
Mayor F. H. LaGuardia and all
of his commissioners will give a
lecture course this year at New York
university on the city's government.

The Next Time That You
Stop At The

CANTEEN
TRY

GREEN SPOT
An Orange Drink That
Doesn't Have Any Carbonated Water.

Will Examine For
College Needs,
Worth To State
Governor Burnet R.
Maybank
and the member
of the South
Carolina Budget Commission will
come to Clemson November 22 to
consider the college's appropriation requests for 1&40-41, it has
been announced.
This is the first time that the
commission has
visited the individual state educational institutions. The decision to visit alj of
the state institutions
was made,
however, so that the commissioners could better
acquaint themselves with their needs, aims, and,
services to the state.
Besides Governor
Maybank the *"
other members of the commission
who will be here are
Senator S.
M. Ward, of Georgetown, chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee,
and Winchester C. Smith, of Barnwell, chairman of the house Ways
and Means Committee.
v.\,«SiiJ

Shad Bryant, elusive back of the Clemson Gridiron Tigers, does a
bit of fancy stepping around the' Presbyterian safety man to gallop
51 yard with the ball and rack up the first of Clemson's three
touchdowns in the season opener. Bryant. He seemed even more
elusive than last year, however, in carrying the ball. He had the

Jungaleers Orchestra Begins
Year With New Men And Songs
The Jungaleers, Clemson danced week of regular practice, we think
improved
orchestra, fresh from their tour that we have already
of Europe, this week took on the over our peak of last spring," he
aspects of a fraternity when they added.
The band is going to be dressbegan of a fraternity when they
Said
sicians into the organization. Un- ed in full style this year.
gone the
til this year no initiation was held Hawkins, "We have
limit in getting the latest things
for the new members.
The new
who have taken up in matched suits and accessories
horns for
the outfit are Leroy for all of the men."
"The band", Hawkins said, "will
Simmons, Spartanburg, Trombone,
Clyde Culler, Orangeburg and Bill be eleven pieces this year. With
Leonhearth, Sumter, trumpets, and a library of almost three hundred
Roberts Austell, Shelby, Sax. The selections, we have them sweet,
inormal initiation, which will last soft, or hot. Included in the libtwo weeks, will probably be ter- rary are among others, arrangeminted by a formal banquet down- ments by Tommy Dorsey, Benny
Goodman,
Artie Shaw, and a
town, it was announced.
Tebee Hawkins, First Sax and number of specialties in the style
Director of the orchestra this year, of Count Basie's Rockin' Rhythm."
The personnel of the band, besaid this Week that prospects are
that this year's band will be the sides Hawkins and the new men,
Business
Manager
best ever. v "We have essentially consists of
the same set up as last year," he Maurice Hawkins, Bass, Jimmie
said, "and the new men are all Cannon and Lewis Cox, sax, GorWalker, Piano, Bob Dukes,
experienced and fit into organiza- don
tion perfectly. With less than a Drums and Bolt Day, Trumpet.

Engineering Frat Chem Building
To Push Library Load Lightened
Drive This Year
Plans were made to continue the
drive for a modern engineering library for Clemson, at
the first
meeting of Tau Beta Pi, held Wednesday night.
•
An up-to-date
library for
the
engineers is really the goal of the
whole engineering school, since all
share in its benefits, and are invited to share in the efforts
to
achiee it, but the move was sponsored last year by Tau Beta, Pi,
under the leadership of J. O. Sweeney.
Preston Garrett, president of the
organization this year,
reported
that quite a number of books and
over a hundred dollars have already been procured. The money is
to be placed in the hands of a
faculty committee,
to select and
purchase the proper books.
Miss Cornelia Graham, in charge
of the general library at Clemson,
has volunteered her
co-operation
in letting the special library have
some volumes of which she has duplicates, and in cataloging all of
the books in the engineering library.
V
ANDERSON ELECTED
Frank Anderson, local banker, has
been elected secretary-treasurer of
the
Fellowship club,
succeeding
John W. LaGrone who is doing
;raduate work at the University of
Kentucky.
T. P. Hawkins has been promoted to the rank of First Lieutenant
on the Band,
replacing W. G.
Rhodes, who
failed to return to
school.

H. B. HARPER & BROS.
OFFICE SUPPLIES
Offices At

ANDERSON

GREENVILLE

GREENWOOD

ELECTRIC CITY PRINTING COMPANY

Additional space in the chemiste-y building was made available
for class room this year when the
fertilizer department which formerly occupied sections of the first
floor was moved to the old postoffice building.
The space which the Fertilizer
department formerly occupied will
be used to make an -additional
class
room, and a
passageway
which will provide better ventilation.
Other announced improvements,
which are scheduled to be completed this semester, are the moving of
the Quantitative and Qualitative
laboratories, which have been located in the basement for several
years, to one of the upper . floors,
and the installation of. a new gas
system.

Stalwarts

second best punt return average in the nation last year.
Lanky Banks McFadden, well on his way to becoming the greatest
athlete in the South, is shown here as he uncorked a fancy bit
of broken field running to tally the second touchdown for the Tigers

Pool Announces
Revised Rules
Be Out Soon

Wires Bring Weeks
Acceptance To The
Clemson '40 Class
Colonel Charles W. Weeks
accepted honorary membership
in the Clemson class of 1940
this week.
In a telegram from Dade
City, Fla., to the senior class,
Colonel Weeks said: "Class
invitation appreciated and accepted with pride and pleasure."
Colonel Weeks, who this
month retired as commandant
and PMS&T at Clemon, was
unanimously elected an honorary member of the '40 class last
week.
The Colonel will make his
home in Dade City.

Clemson Will Not Suffer
From Food Price Jitters

Staff Looks
Over Proofs
The Commandant's
staff this
week read page proof on the revised cadet regulations.
Lieut. Colonel Herbert M. Pool
has announced that the book-form
rules will probably be ready fos
distribution through barracks next
week.
The revised regulations will govern discipline on the campus, and
cover those rules already passed,
the Colonel said,"
I don't think
week-end leaves for upperclassmen
will be affected." "
It is understood, however, that
freshmen will remain on the campus over week-ends
during the
first semester and that all students will be required to met Saturday inspections.

Senior Accepts
Air Corps Bid
Buchanan Will Report At
Randolph Field In October. Two Other Clemson
Men Training There.

Pershing Rifles
Names Officers

A. M. Buchanan, Senior in the
school of general science, this week
received his discharge from Clemson to enter the United States Air
Training school at Randolph Field,
Texas.
Buchanan said that he intended
to stay at his home in McColl and
rest until October when he willreport for training. Officially notified of his acceptance last week,
Buchanan, however, took the required examinations last year.
Besides
Buchanan,
Forrest T.
Knox, and Ramond A. Sloan, graduates at Clemson last year, are also
at Randolph Field.

F. Sieg Holmes of Denmark was
last night elected Captain of the
local unit of Pershing Rifles.
Other
officers
elected
with
Holmes
are: Sam E. Owen of
Batesburg, 1st lieutenant; William
P. Brady of Columbia
2nd
Lt.,
and A. W. Roles of
Williamson,
West Va., First Sergeant.
At the meeting last night plans
and objectives for the coming year
were outlined by D. J. Ross, commander of the fourth regiment.

E. P. Jordan, Clemson textile graduate of 1929 and formerly with Santee mills, Orangeburg, is now connected with the Kendall company,
Paw Creek, N. C.

J. A. Cook, Clemson textile graduate of 1931 and formerly with
Winnsboro Mills, is overseer of carding at Erlanger cotton mills, Lexington, N. C.

L. E. Bagwell, Clemson textile
graduate of 1932 and formerly second hand of weaving at Drayton
mill, Spartanburg, S. O, is now assistant to the superintendent, Avondale Mills, Birmingham, Ala.

B. T. Morgan, special textile student of Clemson Textile school and
formerly with Springstein riant,
Chester, is second hand of carding
at Erlanger cotton mills, Lexington,
N. C.

SEMESTER MAIL SCHEDULE
Mrs. Carrie R. Goodman, Clemson postmaster, this week
announced the following mail schedule, effective immediately:
INCOMING
8:00
1:00
3:45
5:30
5:45

A.
P.
P.
P.
P.

M.—All directions, all classes.
M.—South, first class; lower state all classes.
M—North, first class.
M.-^South, first class.
M.—North, parcel post, first class from Greenville.

Captain J. D. Harcombe, Clemson mess officer, said this week that
the general rise in food prices immediately following the declaration, of
war in Europe had affected the Corps here very slightly.
"I had expected a war this fall,"«which are still very much above the
said Captain
Harcombe, "and I last-spring level of prices.
bought most of the canned foods
Regardless of food prices, howthat we will need. this year last ever. Captain Harcombe says that
spring."
he is preparing meals for more stuAlthough food prices
are still dents than ever before. 2,058 stusomewhat
above
those of last dents are eating in the mess hall
spring, prices have declined con- this semester. Of these 82 are Day
siderable since the first effects of Cadets. This is more than three
the war. Flour, sugar, rice,
and times as many Day Cadets as ate in
corn meal are some of the staples the mess hall last year.

Prominent Negro Resident
Held Gates, Did Chores
For Founder Tom Clemson

A.
A.
A.
P.
P.

M.—South, first class.
M.—North and lower state, all classes.
M.—Seneca and Walhalla.
M.—All directions, all classes.
M.—All directions, all classes.
INCOMING SUNDAY
8:00 A. M—All directions, all classes.
1$:00 P. M.—South.and lower state, all classes.
OUTGOING SUNDAY
11:00 A. M.—North and lower state, all classes.

LET US SEND IT FOR YOU

_..

A subscription to the Tiger is an ideal gift—for birthday, anniversary, or just plain GIFT.

I Eat At Sottile and Carter's Store

WHY?

CANDIES,

THE CLEMSON LAUNDRY

I

THE TIGER WILL INCLUDE A GIFT CARD IN

CIGARETTES,

THE FIRST GIFT ISSUE

SENT BY THE STUDENTS.

CHEWING GUM,
FRUIT JUICES

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

By BILL AWTREY
The Christian young people's organizations of our campus are of
most vital importance. The Clemson Baptist Young People's union
is outstanding among these groups.
Each Wednesday after the evening meal, a large group of cadets
assemble at the Baptist church, together with a number of campus''
young
folk for the purpose
of
thoughtful study and meditation on
Christian subjects. Many inspiring
programs are carried out in an informal and friendly manner. The
B. Y. P. U. helps cadets to develop the spiritual side of their lives
a great deal.
The Clemson B. Y. P. IT. is divided into three groups, each group
being led by a group president and
secretary. The programs of each
group are under the supervision of
a group captain. The entire B. Y.
P. U. here at Clemson is presided
over by DeWitt Ross of West Co- ,
lumbia.
There is also a social aspect in
the make-up of the organization.
Hardly a month passes but that socials of some kind are offered.
Sometimes the get-togethers are
held on the Seneca river at the Y
cabin. Others are held at the church
and at homes on the campus. Social committees plan and prepare
for
entertainment and
refreshments.
:
The B. Y. 1?. U. urges you as
Christian young men to attend its
weekly meetings. You as individual
can contribute much toward making ours a better organization, and
in turn, perhaps you will receive,
some benefit from the fellowship
with fellow Christians.

DO YOU WANT THE TIGER GO TO YOUR FAMILY—OR
THAT BEST GIRL?

LOBBY OPEN FROM 6 A. M. TO 9 P. M

CAKES,

Awtrey Explains
B.Y.P.U. Work

By WYLENE POOL
so much as it is today, as the way
it formerly was. In his memory,
Not long ago, the 48th anniver- the gate to the Port Hill plantation
sary of the laying of the Clemson still stands where the 'old Agriculcollege main builidng corner stone tural building is now. In
that
was passed. Living close
to the same memory, familiar places to his
Clemson campus, is an old darky, are the Slavery time springs, the
Jim Wright, who was present, and slave grave yard, the old Stone
can remember the ceremony. But church (on the second
floor of
his memories don't stop there, they which young Master Whittkil Patgo ifar back.
rick used to get his
"Learning")
Back to the days of Thomas and streams over which stretched
Green Clemson when Jim was a no bridges. Those were the days he
small boy and used to open
the says, when you had plenty to eat,
plantation gate for the great man. and you were
always well taken
"Yes sir," he proudly states," Mr. care of. He prefers conditions in
Clemson used to give me a biscuit that far off time to those of tofor doing it.
day, he declares.
Jim, the youngest one of his famIn more recent times, Jim formily, and the only one now alive, is ed and headed a negro Klu Klux
seventy years old, and looks back Klan whose purpose was to wipe
over rich memories covering most out a negro night club and general
of those decades.
"Hot spot."
>
His father, Johnson
Calhoun,
Today, Jim is a spry little old
was owned by Whittkil
Patrick. man who belies his age by his
When he was freed, Johnson was brisk walk and his
manner of
given a two hundred acre farm, speaking. He is "Grateful to all the
and Jim expresses it, "plenty of white folks who were so
mighty
Bheep goats, and cattle." As a good to me."
small boy. he used to work on that
Jim has about retired from busifarm, and also get many a biscuit ness now, he decalres. He lives on
on the side for opening the gate a pension
of seven
dollars a
for Mr. Clemson's carriage, which month and "feels as good as a man
his father used to drive.
my age can feel. I didn't think that
Of Clemson, Jim says, he was a
mighty wonderful man. He did a the Lord would let me live this
fine thing when he gave all of his long, but I trusteth in the Lord
property to the college. He was and hope that he will let me live
really great."
a little longer."
Most of the old darkey's life has
been wrappd around the organizing
The University of Chicago has an
and building of Clemson. He us3d
Goddard College is believed to be
to clear pine trees and build fences endowment fund of $65,400,000.
the only institution of higher eduon what is nqw the greater part
of the campus.
Some 70 college and university cation in the U. S. that does not use
Jim was one of the two cooks in presidents are graduates of Indiana academic regalia at commencement
exercises.
the first barracks
building. He+Uhiversit.y.
used to go to the old wooden gym
Each Hunter College (in New York
to watch the dances that were held
The federal government spends City) student spends an average of
there. He was present at the fire $14,000 for every student graduated 1,650 hours riding subways during
when part of the Clemson build-' from the U. s. Naval Academy. their four years in college.
ings burned; and foreman of one
of the construction
crews when
those buildings were rebuilt.
MAKE YOUR KITCHEN A DREAM KITCHEN
Jim rememers when Mr. Little
John and Judge Keller, and Dr.
Pickens McCollum were small boys
"And now," says he, "they're all
important men."
Through his eyes, Clemson is not

J. WILBUR LITTLE
West Benson Street
Established 1930
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Clemson's 2,215 Cadets Cut A Clean Figure . ..

#

Six enrollees of the Clemson Civilians Conservation corps camp are taking courses at Clemson this
year, it was announced this week
by officials of the camp.
The CCC men are studying here
under a continuation of the plan
which was worked out between officials of Clemson and officials of
the CCC last year. It is believed
that the plan is one of the few in
the entire CCC which permits the
camp enrollees to do college work
in addition to their regular work.
The CCC men doing work here
are J. Clyde Allen, Asa A. Burdette,
D. W. Cox, Willis F. Cox, Kenneth
R. Kimberly, and Edward B. Gheesling. All high ranking men at the
camp, they will do their regular
duties, in addition to their class
work.

C. P. MEANS THE PERFECT GAS
RANGE
For The Perfect Fuel Gas

OUTGOING
6:00
11:00
:15
2:45
7:00

Six CCC Men
Take Courses

on his sensational 90 yard dash. The brightest individual star in
the Tiger's 18-0 victory over the Blue Hose, McFadden was pictured in the Saturday Evening Post last week as "a great back
who will make little Clemson bigger." He is considered as a definite prospect for ail-American honors.

: ■:•:.
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DON'T

SOTTILE & CARTER, Inc.
THE COMPANY STORE OF FOOTBALL BARRACKS

SUBSCRIPTION FOR THE YEAR
:#:|:
(A TIGER REPRESENTATIVE WILL SEE YOU SOON)

$1-00

FIVE
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Tulane Writer Shouts, "We'll Win By Two Touchdowns Or More"
Acclaims Tiger
Drill Unit As
>9
" ATop Notcher

Tigers Planning
"Lightning War"

By ARTHUR WILLIAMS
This writer is as enthusiastic a Clemson rooter as there
is here there or anywhere, but even enthusiastic eyes
looking for good points couldn't find a whole lot to rave
about when The Bengals took the field against the Presbyterian College Blue Hose last Saturday.
True, we did win by 18 points. Last year we won by
27, and the Blue Stockings are greatly improved over
their 1938 aggregation. Just the same, the Clemson team
that took the field Saturday lacked the power and the
skill of their predecessors.
Man for man they should be just as strong as Woods,
Willis and Company, but the team Sa'turday just wasn't
the team it should have been. Jess Neely, as fine a coach
as there is in the Southland, saw the shortcomings, of
course, and the boys have been sweating all week in
preparation for tomorrow's game. But they had a long
r*sad to travel with only a week in which to do it.

\i

FANCY HOPING
But here's hoping. After all, a lot of the fellows were
jittery sophomores who got over their jitters the second
half and played ball. They have to go a long way to
have a first class ball club, but it's been done, and if
anyone can do it by hard, work and diligence, they can.
So toomorrow when they kick off in New Orleans,
most of the witnessing cadets will cross their fingers
and trust in providence and the football sagacity of Jess
Neely.
CHIPPY MANESS was one of the sophomores who
played real football Saturday. The Georgetown pony
speed merchant sparked the attack which netted the
third touchdown. GEORGE FLOYD, unheralded future
star from Conway, didn't hang around collecting dust
on his thirty yard dash for the score, either.
Aubrey Rion, the dashing Dauphin, looked A-l too.
Incidentally, The Citadel doesn't have good football
teams because the military is so strict, we hear. Is that
what's been holding back West Point, The Naval Academy and V. M. I.?
MANAGER SOTTILE AND PHILLIPS
Sally Sottire, Charleston manager of the football
team, and J. V. Phillips have a mass of detail on their
hands in handling the football equipment. They have
to be doctors, carpenters, storekeepers, athletes and
jacks of all trades all at once. They spent their time baking and massaging sore muscles, holding blocking dumdies for 200 pounders to charge into, giving nervous player chewing gum before a game, dragging on uniforms,
dragging off uniforms and takin' charge of the same.
For sidelines they bandage sore limbs, carry around
pounds of shoe strings, tape and first aid equipment, and
lastly act as Waterboys during the two-minute time outs.
The managers are working people. In fact, they probably work more for their Block Cs than do most of the
athletes.
McLendon and Fritts, sophomores both, may be the
starting tackles at Tulane. Messrs. Hamer and Hall
will be given stiff competition at any rate. McLendon's
game leg has kept him out of uniform a good part of the
season, but now that he's back in he's doing fine. King
Kong Fritts, admittedly the most frightening looking man
on the squad, held his own and then some during the
spell he played against the Blue Hose.
Jameson surprised almost everyone who wasn't in the
know by doing reserve center work. If he comes
through, the center position will be first class four deep.
Richardson and Lancaster have done excellent practice
centering. •*
Well, that's about that. New Orleans, here we come!
A-l vs. Company B-l.
Tuesday September 26 Company
C-l vs. Company E-l.
Wednesday September 27 Company F-l vs Company G-l.
Thursday September 28 Company
1-1 vs. Company K-l.
Friday September 29 Company
L-l vs. Company A-2.
Monday, October 2 Company B-2
vs. Company C-2.
Tuesday October 3 Company D-2
vs. Company E-2.
Wednesday October 4 Company
F-2 vs. Company G-2.
Thursday October 5
Company
H-2 vs. Company 1-2.
Friday October 6 Company K-2
vs. Company L-2.

Intra-Murals Get
Under Way This
Week At The "Y"
The annual intra-mural sports
program was inaugurated Monday
with as wimming meet between com
panies A-l and B-l. According to
Dr. Fred Kirchner, the meet was
the first of a seriss which will be
held to decide- the brigade championship.
Soccer, another important intramural event will begin this fall
instead of next spring. Candidates
for the t3am are urged to report
to the intra-mural office or to answer a call for new members. The
team plans to play among other
instiutions: Duke, Davidson and the
University of North Carolina.
Volley ball is also un r ■ way
with the formation of 22 t:ams
from
the various
companies.
Games will be played every week
day and night in the Y. M. C. A.
gym.
Plans for tennis and other tournaments have not yet b;en completed.
Following is the schedule for the
swimming meet:
All Meets Are Scheduled for 7:00
p. m.
Monday, September 25 Company

LIST OF EVENTS
40 yd. free style.
60 yd. free style.
20 yd. back stroke.
40 yd. breast stroke.
100 yd. free style relay (4 men
swimming 20 yds. each—one pool
length).
60 yd. Medley relay 3 men on
team—20 yd. back stroke, 20 yd.
breast stroke, 20 yd, free sayle.
SCORING SYSTEM
First place—5 points.
Second place—3 points.
Third place—2 points.
Fourth place—1 point.
First place in relay races count 8
points.

NEW SHIPMENT OF TWEED SUITS AT

HOKE SLOAN'S
PRICE...
ALSO NEW SLACKS

$25.00
.:

$3.50

Regulation shirts all sizes and sleeve lengths.
Best Shoes—Crosby and Friendly

The Clemson Tigers have evidently decided to wage "lightning warfare" this fall. Coach
Jess Neely's bays scored three
times against Presbyterian college last Saturday and the
shortest scoring play carried
31 yards. Shad Bryant raced
51 yards for the first score;
Banks McFadden stepped off
90 yards for the second; and
George Floyd swept 31 yards
around end for the third. The
Tigers are preparing their artillery for their clash with
Tulane University in New Orleans Saturday.

Embody Writes
Of Fighting
"Red" Sharpe
By CAL EMBODY
"He's a fighting red-head by the
name of Robert Sharpe and he's
one of the best centers ever to step
on Riggs Field." This was the opening opinion of Cal Embody who this
week gives the readers his viewpoints on the subject of Clemson's
center material. Embody went on
to say.
"Red" Is Clemson's first string
center this year and well does he
deserve the post. He's always willing
to do anything for the betterment
of the team even to the sacrifice of
personal merit. Last year when
someone was needed to relieve Bqn
Pearson at the blocking back post,
"Red" was called upon and answered willingly. This year when a center was needed the worst sort of
way, Sharpe came through again
and was thrown into the breech. The
result? Clemson has one of the best
centers in several years. Whatever
he is told to do, he does it to the
best of his ability. Sharpe is playing real football now and is going
to make a certain red-head very
obnoxious to several other football
teams.
"Red" stands six feet one inch in
height and weighs one hundred and
eighty-five pounds; he is all "man"
too, not a bit of fat anywhere on
him. As long as he's able to put
one foot in front of the other, Clemson supporters need not worry about
the center spot taking care of itself.
Next comes another red-head, big
Hugh Jameson, a good-natured soph
omore, a fine center, and a swell
fellow. Hugh is going to play a lot
of ball this year and is going to
surprise a lot of Clemson fans with
his ability. Jameson is only a sophomore, but he certainly looks good
even against the junior and senior
candidates for the position. He is
a big' boy, even taller than "Red"
Sharpe. He is six feet two inches
tall and weighs two hundred and
ten pounds; that's plenty of weight
for a center, and it should be a decided advantage for him.
There are several other candidates
on the field for the center position
who will bear watching. Probably
the most outstanding of these is
"Joe" Richardson, a last year's "bohunk", who is coming along fast
and who is going to push those two
top-notch redheads for all he's
going to play some bang-up football.
Steve Moore and Leonard Jordon
are two more boys who only need a
little more experience and polishing
up before they will develop Into
mighty fine centers.
"Red" Sharpe, Hugh Jameson, Joe
Richardson, "Stan" Lancaster, Steve
Moore, and Leonard Jordon; all fine
boys and good centers. One can see
for himself that the center spot
will be well taken care of.

Buchanan Played
On Reigel Nine
Dude Buchanan, first baseman
on
the Clemson baseball
nine,
spent part of his vacation playing
on the Wa e Shoals Riegals of the
Central Carolina
League.
His
sparkling play at first
and his
powerhouse tactics at the
late,
where he lead the league with a
.410 average, were oth mam factors in tha chamionship sweep of
the Riegals.

Textile Men Do
Summer Studying
Several members of the textile
school faculty studied at graduate
schools this summer.
Among them are:
Gaston Gage and G. H. Dunlap
of the carding and spinning department, and T. A. Campbell, Jr.,
W. B. Williams and W. E. Tarrant
of the weaving and designing department attended Pennsylvania
State college; M. L. Huckabee of
the chemistry and dyeing department studied at the University of
Tennessee; and G. B. M. Walker of
the weaving department took special work in education at Clemson
college.
8

Architects Add
Another Co-Ed
The
Clemson
Architecture
department this year retained
it's record of one co-ed a year
when Mrs. Frank D. Alexander,
who is the wife of Dr. Alexander, Profssor of Psychology and
Sociology, signed up for classes.
Mrs. Alexander says that she
is not professionally interested in Architecture. "Professor
Alexander and 1 are going to
build a home pretty soon," she
says, "and I don't want to be
absolutely ignorant about the
plans and drawings. It is interesting, too,'' she said.

Editor's Note: This is the
second in a series of guest articles written by college sports
editors from the schools to be
met on the gridiron by Clemson's football team.
By RICHARD C. SEITHER
Sports Editor
The Hulabaloo

THE ENEMY'S LINE—Will Clemson's lighter Tiger team withstand the onslaughts of Tulane's
three powerful forward walls tomorrow? Those

walls, each as good as the other, are shown above.
First rankers are: Wenzel, McCollum, O'Boyle,
Flower, Daily, White and Golomb.

Tigers Take PC In Opener
CLEMSON FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
VARSITY
Sept 23—Presbyterian .. 0
Clemson
Sept
Clemson
Oct.
Clemson
Oct.
Clemson
Oct. 28—Navy
—
Clemson
Nov. 3—George Washing.. . —
Clemson
Nov. 11—Wake Forest.... —
Clemson
Clemson
Nov. 18—Southeastern.... —
Nov.
Clemson
FRESHMAN
Oct.
Oct.
Oct. 27—Duke
Nov.
Nov-

M..

—

18

Clemson
Clemson
* Clemson
Clemson
Clemson

Statistics—Clemson-PC Game
1 otal Net Puts Yds.
Times >*et Fow'd Passes
Carried gain passes comp rain pluys earn

M'Fadden . .
Bryant ....
Tim m on*
Floyd
Maness ....
Cogrswell
Team Total .
Trexler ....
Meiskv ....
J Moore ...
Sutton ....
Mitchell . ..
Weinyer
Tanney ....
Team Totals.

15
3
S
2
6
o
3
40
1
16

s

■4
8
2
5
43

173
56
63
31
31
11
8
263
1
43
1
16
4
3
4
79

5
0
0
0
0
0
0

a

0
3
1
0
3
0
1

»

3
0
0

o

0
0
3

o

1
1

o
1
o
1
4

Companies Have
Swimming Meets
On Wednesday night, Co. G-l
and Co. F-l met in one of the best
intra-mural swimming meets to
date. The out come is as yet undecided, the last event on the program, diving, being postponed until a later date, but up until the
final event, the score stood, 30 to
20 in favor of F-l.
Harrison starred for G-l by taking first place in the 40 yd dash,
the 60 yd swim, and benig on the
team which took second place in
the 80 yd relay. Martin stood out
for F-l by taking first place in the
40 yd. breast stroke, third place in
the 40 yd. dash, and was on the
team coming in second in the medley relay. Harrison as an individual swimmer by far outshone any
other tankman in the meet, and
showed great future possibilities.
In the other two matches A-l defeated B-l on Monday night, and
B-l won out over C-l.
The results- for the F-l, G-l
meet follow:
1st.
40. yd
Harrison, G-l
20. yd. back
Swelan, F-l
60. yd
Harrison, G-l
40 yd. breast
Martin, F-l
Med. relay
Harrison, G-l
Yates, G-l
Tray lor, G-l
80 yd. relay
.Simonds, F-l
Momeier, F-l
Martin, F-l
Martin, F-l
Wilson, F-l
Diving
Postponed
Total Points G-l, 29; F-l, 30.
2nd.
3rd.
Sinclair, F-l
Martin, F-l
McElveen, G-l
McNeil, G-l
Wilson, F-l
McNeil, G-l
Woody, F-l
McElveen, G-l
Woody, F-l
Martin, F-l
Young, G-l
Hughes, G-l
Traylor, G-l
Harrison, G-l

Princeton U. Men
To Hear Clemson
Architect Speak
Professor R. L. Anderson has
recently been asked to deliver a
series of lectures on the nature
of architecture to the students at
Princeton univertiy.
These lectures will be presented
in November, 1940.
His first lecture will be entitled,
"The 19th Century Transcendented Approach," the second will be,
"The Rational Approach;" and the
third and fourth, "American Architecture as a Cultural Problem."
Professor Anderson first gained
prominence through his contributions to 'Pencil Points," architecture magazine.
A University of. Illinois scientist
has discovered a method of determining the taste of cheese by X-ray
photos.
American foundations in 1937 (latest year for which statistics are
available) gave $9,170,318 to educational institutions.
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"Baby Ray" Out To
Avenge Side Injury
Ray Hamer, 215 pound Clemson
tackle who is known to his teammates both as "Baby Ray" and
as "Porky," frankly admits that his
most embarrassing moment occurred last Saturday night after Clemson's 18 to o victory over Presbyterian college. It seems that Hamer
—but let's let Ray tell it:
"On one play I was busy trying
to do a little blocking that Coach
Neely had instructed me about
when somepne came busting in
from the side and loosened up a
coupla my ribs. The spot hurt like
the dickens the rest of the game
and even after th game. Well, I
was riding around with my girl
Saturday night and the car bounced over a sudden bump, and y'know
what: I fainted dead away—passed
out. Now isn't that a fine play for
a big old boy like me? I gotta make
up for that one against Tulane next
Saturday."
Forty-one foreign nations were represented in the student body of
Columbia university's summer session.

The
Clemson
Tigers
came
through as expected last Saturday
on Riggs Field and defeated hardfighting p. c. by the score of 18-0.
All three' scores were
made
on
sparkling and
spectacular runs.
Shad Bryant started out on the
first touchdown jaunt in the third
quarter with the goal line 54 yards
away. Banks McFadden raced 90
yards for the second
score, and
George Floyd carried the pigskin
over three ten-yard markers
for
the 18th point.
Although the Blue Stocking played a good part of the game
on
the Clemson side of the field, and
were once even within the shadow
of the Tiger goal. Clemson held in
th pinches and prevented a p. C
score.
The reserve team, led by the fast
and elusive Chippy Maness looked
strong. Maness' hard running set
the ball in
position for Floyd's
score in the last quarter.

"Rat" Team Gets
Ready For Tough
Football Bees
With their starting game with P.
C. only one wesk away,
Coach
Jones's edition of the 1939 Baby
Bengals is gradually taking form.
Boasting
one of the
largest
squads in recent years, including
such high school stars as Woods,
Sweat, Reynold, Cagle,
Shirley,
Chipby, Rogers, Brugerman, Craig,
the two Paynes. Tinsley, Fins, Ashburner. Rothelle. Locklair, Tourney.
Allen, Dunn, Miller, Wannamaker,
Wright. Pierce. Bland, Quattlebum.
and Cone, the Cubs should give
any freshman aggregation plenty
of trouble.
The line coached by Al Seears
and amassing an average weight
o- 185 pounds of dynamit-, should
be as impregnable as the French
Maeinot. In the Hinson coach backfield such tripl3 threat pigskinner
as Booty Payne. Hall King, Marion
Craig and J. D. Cagle should carry plenty of leather for the little
tigers.
Next Friday will find the little
"nrver
say die"
Blue Stockings
journeying to Clemson to cast their
Tbo-nes befr-e the hungry Tiger
Cubr. Coach Jones is making every
effort tp smooth down the rumples
and is taking advanttge of this
Week to get his proteges braced
for their first imporatnt tilt of the
football season.
Other strong elevens included in
the Cubs schedule are South Carotin?. Duke. The Citet:l, Furman
played in this manner.

C. J. McCormick, representative
of the Rayon Publishing company,
The Universities of Texas, Okla- spoke to a number of textile stuhoma and Ca. irnia at Los Angeles dents
this week' concerning
the
have been given special Will Rogers value of a knowledge of rayon to
Memorial scholarship funds.
the textile graduate.

When we got J. S. Mace's Invitation to write this column, the
staff, and yours truly in particular,
was very busy collecting the 339
names of students pledged into the
18 national academic and social
fraternities on the campus. So one
of our cronies suggested that we
write a rag on the influence of
the tiddly wink follow through on
the part of playing ping-pong. He
said the idea was to write a guest
column to. end all guest columns.
But he was an ingrate. He wasn't
invited to pen this stuff, so he
couldn't be expected to appreciate
my appreciation of your offer. The
Hullabaloo is. honored, and me, I'm
downright tickled pink at the opportunity. Oh I will be picked after
we whip youse guys Saturday, and
I collect the bet money.
NO DISRESPECT
This optimism is not born of any
disrespect of the Clemson team of
this, or' any other, year. Rather, it
springs from sentiment, backed up
by knowledge of the fact that
Tulane last year, at the end of its
season, could have whipped most
teams in the nation and certainly
rated with the best ten in the country, and that takes in all the cities
too. This viewpoint, you'll note, refers to the tail end of the season,
and does nothing to Clemson's early season victory except sweeten
it. We mean it to. And the sentiment of Tulane's student body and
New Orleans in general, is to give
Clemson full credit for that victory. There was no fluke, no alibis.
This it not an alibi for the Clemson club, but only more reason
for the Tigers to be proud of their
last year's victory. The Tulane team
we spoke of
??what the hell?
But this annum's Tulane aggregation is stronger than last, and
this isn't the usual fall propaganda, if you'll pardon the misuse
of the word. You soldiers should
be studying something about the
value of propaganda, pro and con,
so this little product of an academic s-^ool,' who's had just enough classes in the law shool to
know better, ain't a-goin to tell
you anything about propaganda.
Likewise, we don't think we can
tell you anything about football. I
personally feel confident we'll
whip you by two t. d.'s, but Coach
Red Dawson would bet me your
way if he knew I was this confident.
We figure we've had enough
lessons ori football from you Clemsonians, but friend we've got a
department down here in which we
could really use some, about 100
per cent, of your experience. The
reference is to the drill corps.
The Naval R. O. T. O. at Tulane,
completed its first year of existence last year, and the sailors
in charge say they were more than
pleased. And so were all of us students. But if we were pleased with
a first year crew who learned only
the rudiments (whatever they are;
of military life, then when, and if,
we ever get up a drill corps or
squad that only half matches the
one you put out up Clemson way,
we're gonna declare a half-holiday
in celebration. Hell, L. S. U. used
to get a holiday when they whipped us in football, and the reason
was that beating Tulane is really a football feat. (They won't
get any rest periods for years at
the same rate, but that't off the
subject.) By the same standard of
values, Tulane should declare a
week's vacation period if we ever
—say in about twenty years or so—
even approach your perfection in
marching.
Understand, this guy ain't got no

Banks' Average
Gain Mounts To
Seven Yards Per
Clemson's Banks McFadden
. will go into the Clemson-Tulane game Saturday with an
average gain of exactly seven
yards per run from scrimmage
since he joined the Tiger backfield last fall. His ball carrying
record shows a net gain of 577
yards in 81 trips with the pigskin last year and thus far In
the current season.
4
right to have an opinion on marching matters. He don't, to use the
vernacular, he don't know nothing.
In the light of Carlyle's opinion
that its bad to be opinionated,
yours truly is a downright sinner.
But they want us to think and have
opinions here at Tulane, and mine
is that New Orleans fans are drawn
to Tulane-Clemson games as much
to see the Clemson drill squad as
for any other part of the spectacle.
okedpAa
yt hevl
? ar,
The local papers play up the
marching maneuvers as advance
publicity more than they do our
Ralph Wenzel, all - Southeastern
end last fall, and Bobbie "Jitterbug" Kellogg, who whipped L. S. U.
last year when he stepped into
Warren Brunner's shoes.
Suppose you'd like to know something about this year's club personnel. This, too, will be only one
guy's opinion, but it'll be honest.
Guess you've noticed that we've
payed little respect to any conventionalities such as modesty. Because
we think Tulane will win and by
what score, we told' you so, although better taste would have
been to tell you of our sentiments
of Bryant and McFadden and Maness, easily among the eleven best
individual opponents of Tulane last
year. And because we think, and
know New Orleans does, that Clemson's drill corps is the best of its
kind in the business, we tell you
so, even in the face of possible accusations of soft-soaping.
NOW FOIR TULANE
So now we tell you that we personally don't think there's a back
on the Tulane squad, or in the
Southeastern conference for that
matter, who's as good a runner as
Warren Brunner. But Tulane's got
more good backs this year than at
any time in its history. This is
agreed upon, even by coaches. My
personal favorites are Fred "Red"
Cassibry, second string left half,
and Bob "Red" Kellogg, jittery little midget who can do more toting
of a football than any light man
you ever saw. Bob Glass was rated
last year the best freshman back
since Don Zimmerman was making
All-American in 1932 . . . The
three fullbacks are so close that
even at this late date, Dawson isn't
sure if he'll start Gloden (personal
favorite again), Butler, first stringer last year, or a sophomore sensation named Jimmy Thibaut . . .
best feature of all is that the Green
Wave will have three teams, they're
three deep at any and every position, and the second and third
teams have been whipping the first
and fourth clubs in practices . . .
didn't mention the fourth club befort, thought it might sound like
bragging . . . haw . . . Tulanians
most likely to make all-star teams
are Harley McCollum, right tackle,
Wenzel of course and his understudy Emanuel DeFraites . . . there
so close, we don't even know whom
the concensus of opinion favors ...
though they have to play the same
end position . . . guards are Carl
Dailey, who made the players all
conference team last year, and
Tommy O'Boyle rated the best
lineman in camp . . . there's lots
more, but this looks like 400 words,
to say more than the least, so we'll
close with another note that Captain Paul Krueger and Alternate
Carl Dailey are honor students,
Krueger in commerce and business
administration, and Daily in the
college of law (he's this guy's law
partner) . . . and one other thing
. . . don't tell us, as one of your
columns did, that Shad Bryant
is such a god partner . . .we saw
him . . .he's better than that.

WE HAVE

RADIOS
At Very Reasonable Prices
Also, Shaeffer and Parker Pens. Your Name
In Gold At No ExtraCost For All Pens Over
$1.50.

L. Q Martin
Drug Company, Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
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1939 Taps Rated All-American By National Scholastic Press Ass'n
War Correspondents Send
More Flashes Of War, Woo

By PERCIVAL PLENTYLOOSE
LONDON,
Sept. 28— Winston
Churchill tonight denied on behalf
of the Admiralty that the German
liner Bremen had been overhauled
ad captured by two Bermuda oyster
boats and taken up ths Savannah
River in America.
"The report is a damned lie,"
declared Churchill. "If youse guysy
don't quit faking this stuff I'm
gonna see that youse lose
your
cricket passes. I say we ain't found
the Breemn. boys; and
what's
more, I don't guess we ever will.
Meanwhile, just take it from old
Winston she ain't tied up in the
Savannah."
(D:spite Churchill's vigorous and
eloquent denials, the report gained
circulation here tonight that the
Bremen had been sold to the Santee-Cooper authority to be used as
a houseboat. The
Santee-Cooper
authority
is an authority in the
province of South Carolina in the
United States. It is engaged in digging a big ditch.)
By H. C. KATTLEHORN
BERLIN,
Sept. 28 — Berliners
went about their business as usual
toniht. Their business consists of
trying to starve in the
manner
that ladies and gentlemen should
starve. Yesterday I went out and
tried to buy a suit of red woolen
underwear, but the proprietor of
the shop said he couldn't sell me
any because I didn't have my ration and clothing allotment card
with me. Anyway, he said they
had quit raising red sheep because
they made such fine
marks for
the enemy.
R?ports that fighting was going
on in the West were denied by
the propaganda ministry. In a communique issued late today,
the
ministry said:
"The first, second, thh*d, fourth,
fifth, sixth, seventh and
eighth
German armies, ar not engaged in
hostilities on the Western
front.
Thev have joined the French armies and both are rabbit hunting
in the Saar Valley. Reports to the
contrary are lies."
BY P. P. GILDERSLEEVE
SAARBRTJCKEN, Sept. 28—Shot
and shell roared across this city
tonight as opposing armies battled
for its possession. The French artillery has been in action all day.
while German batteries have been
blasting away incessantly.
BY HANS SLAUGHTERKATJT
SAARBREUCKEN; Sept. 28— A
man across the street in a _ hock
shop dropped a pin early this afternoon and the noise jolted me
from a quiet nap
I was taking.
Things have been quieter around
here than a deaf and dumb man
with his throat cut.
BY PERTTNUTZ
PARIS, Sept. 28— The ministry
of information tonight
released
the following communique:
"Our position in the
west was
considerably improved today. Enemy response to our
artillery was
heavy. We are holding our own in
the air."
The communique did not specify
what is being held in the air, but
it was lamed on reliable authority
that General Gamelin wet
his
finger early today and stuck up in
the air to see which way the wind
was blowing.
Reports from Basel, Switzerland,
said the French had gained two
feet and a half along the Moselle
River. One observer said the Germans were holding "like a Citadel
line." The remark was not amplified.

Greenville Prepares
For Cotton Festival
The first annual National Cotton Festival will open in Greenville, South Carolina, on Wednesday, October
11th. Among the
events planned will be a Grand
Parade of floats, a general interr'enominational
prayer
meeting
ser'ice in Furman University stadium with a choir of 1,000 children's voices, and many private social functions honoring individuals
who have been active in furthering the rise of cotton manufacturing in the South.
The feature event of the Festival wiH be an elaborate coronation
of a king and queen of the cotton
kingdom which will be attended by
six princesses chosen E._ envoys of
good will by the governors of six
major cotton producing fc.ates. Climaxing the festivities will b° the
"Cottonalia," a colorful dramatization of the history jf cotton with a
cast of seven hundred.
The only Gaelic college in North
America is located at St. Anna's,
Nova Scotia,

Yearbook One Of
Three To Get
Honor This Year

No Allotted
Limit Set Yet,
Work To Begin

Editor's Note: These dispatches are special to the Tiger.
By JOJO BEARFACEBOY
WARSAR, Sept. 28— (Via Radio
to Bucharest)— Your correspondent is getting ready to take a powder. Life here has been pretty miserable, what with a lot of shooting
and bombing and lots and lots of
dead people around. Some days
they forget to bury tham and I
have a weak stomach. Thus far,
I've been able to get my spot of
tea each atfernoon at four. I drink
it during the dusk air raids. It
peps me up no end. Today I saw a
bomb land squarely in the middle
of a distillery. It almost broke my
heart. I didn't know exactly how
to dateline this story, as there isn't
"much left to Warsaw.

Shell, Harrison,
Lafaye Bossed
Book's Planning

Clemson Men File
Applications For
Student Air Corps

By MITCHELL SIMMONS
Some 16 men have already filed
the preliminary
application for
training under the Civil Aeronautics Authority here, it was announced today by the local faculty
committee which is composed of
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, Dean of
the School
of Chemistry, G. E.
Metz, Registrar, ' and Dr. S. B.
JAKE HARRISON
LUKE LAFAYE
Earle, Dean
of the
Engineering
school.
ALL-AMERICAN YEARBOOK HEADS—Clemson's
co-editors Tad
Although no limit has yet been
1939 annual, Taps, .which was recently proclaimed
ness Manager
set as to the number who can enas an "All American," was brought into being by
roll for the instructions here, it is
expected that more than twenty
additional men will file the preliminary
applications before the
end of this week.
Application blanks are available
in the commandants office.
The
commandant has also prepared a
The Editors of the Tiger this
memeographed set of rules which
week announced that the reguwill affect the applicants for the
lar Tiger feature of last year,
training.
"The Tiger on the Air," will be
The annual- college reception for
All students who register for the
resumed this year.
course will be required to deposit new- faculty people was held at
forty dollars in. the treasurers of- the .YMCA reception rooms WedNegotiations are now under
fice, it was announced. This fee nesday, night from 8 to 10 o'clock.
way with officials of the Anwill cover the cost of the required
Following .the reception, the facderson station, WAIM, for a
Flight surgeon's medical examinaregular
time for the feature.
ulty
attended
the
Y
moving
picture.
tion. A $3,000 life and dismemberDon Kennedy, assistant on
In the receiving line Wednesday
ment insurance policy, a $500 hosthe program last year, will be
pital
reimbursement
insurance night were:
the director.
coverage,
and all expenses conDr. arid Mrs. F. D. Alexander, L.
nected with the training.
Kennedy says that the proF. Brewster, F. A. Burntner, H. M.
gram will be entirely a student
Selecting of
students to lake Cox, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Doghproject. Anyone wishing to apthe course, it is understood, will erty, Miss . Virginia Drewry, E. R.
pear on the program in any cabe based entirely
on academic Hauser, Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Henry,
pacity should contact Kennedy
standing. Only
students with at D. M. Kerley, D. A. MacDowell,
in The Tiger office, Main buildleast year of college work ahead of Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Meares, Mr.
ing this week.
them will be eligible.
Freshmen and Mrs. C. G. Peebles, Dr. and
NEW ARMY* MAN—Captain Jules V. Sims, Assistant Professor of
are not elegible.
Other require- Mrs. M. J. Peterson, Colonel and
Military Science and Tactics, rests after a hard day in the class room
ments are thjit the applicant must Mrs. H. M. Pool, Dr. L. Shanor,
with Freshman. Says Captain Sims, who has had four years of
be a citizen of the United States, Captain and Mrs. Jules V. Sims,
teaching experience, "Clemson is a beautiful place, and your students
must be between the ages of 18 and J. C. Stephens, ;W. D. Stevenson,
are rare gentlemen."
25, on o before September 21, and Miss Josephine Strother,. Dr. F. H.
must not have had any sole flight Taylor, E. B. Oherkelsen, G. B. M.
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Woodle,
experience.
Editor Crawford LawMiss Louise Prichard, Mr. and Mrs.
The program calls for sufficient M. L. Sutherland.
ton of the Blue Key ditraining to prepare the student for
rectory
today
asked
a private pilot's
certificate
of
competency
and
the course is ter than November 1st and per
Clemson clubs and fradivided into
two parts: First—72 haps by October 15th.
ternities to elect their
hours of ground school instruction
For the first
12 hours of
the
By ED SCHMIDT
will be given by the college and
new members within the
is to receive
a minimum of 35 to a maximum of course, the student
next two weeks so that
A group of Clemson musicians
50 hours of flight instruction will three 30 minute lessons per week,
last summer toured the now warbe given at a nearby airport (An- or a total of 1 1-2 hours of flight
club rolls in the direcring nations of Europe, and what
derson, S. C.) by an operator whom instruction. For the balance of the
course
he
4s
to
have
two
1
hour
intory may be complete.
tales they have to tell.
the college may select, subject to
per week,
but
Brantley Hart, senior
in the the approval of the Civil Aeronau- struction periods
"We'll certainly appreEach summer for the past sevmust have received more than one
eral years the college dance orches- school of Textile Chemistry, is head tics Authority.
ciate cooperation from
.
i
flight
period
a
day
during
the
duof
the
mess
hall
student
waiteds,
it
tra has made a European tour, but
Two weeks of preliminary ground ra*ion »£ the program. Under this
the clubs and societies,"
according to the boys this looks like v$as announced today by Captain instruction are required prior
*<> Lchedule flight instruction should
Editor Lawton said.
the last trip abroad for a long J. D. Harcombe, mess officer.
The L
completeV not later than June
Students assistants to Hart are beginning of flight training
Organization heads will
time.
combined
course
of
ground
and
.
„„.
Maurice Turner, Bolt Day, Par- Harry Acker, a senior, and Don flight training must be extended,
'
_
•
•
'
be
contacted with inrish Erwin, Lewis Cox, and Ervin Wensel, and Robert Holroyd, both in the case of each student, over a
^^g first coUege gymnasium in
structions
for turning in
Juniors.
Cannon, all members of the reguHart will be in charge of more full academic year. Ground school' the U. S. was erected in 1860 at
data early next week, it
lar band, left New York on July
classes
will
begin
by
October
1st.
than a hundred student waiters.
was announced.
27 and played for their passage
Flight instruction will start not la- Amherst college.
on the new Cunard White Star terdam, Holland, took a Channel
liner "Mauritania."
steamer from there and on to LonNot being allowed to paly in don. The English town was very
France or England, the musicians much like home, they said. The
decided to be continentals for a war scare was more than a scare
couple of weeks and see how the by then so they made arrangeother half lives.
ments for the next boat
home,
The first land they saw was war.
England.but they got off at Havre,
France. Then to Paris—"what a
place at twelve midnight, "and not
one of them spoke French.
It was in Germany that
they
realized their foreigness and encountered some "experiences."
Two of the fellows decided to
investigate the famous
Siegfried To Anderson's Most Beautiful
Theatre
Line. They located the Nazi West
wall took some pictures and reTHE
turned. On arriving at the hotel
they were immediately
arrested.
They had been trailed all the time.
"Dern clever these Nazis."
They
were taken to court, their camera
FRIDAY—SATURDAY
turned the camera and one innoLISTEN TO
confiscated. Later they were recent" picture; the others were kept
FRED WARING
and the boys had to pay for the
■iid his Pennsylvania™
with
developing of the film.
5 nights a week
It was in Germany, to, that the
GAEY COOPER
NBC stations.
musicians met up with two Yankee
RAY MILLAND
bicyclists who were touring the continent. Naturally the conversation
turned to the inquiry of
mutual
MON.-TUES.-WED.
friends and who should the cyclists
TYRONE'POWER
know but this interviewer's little
sister Betty." Now that is nothing
MYRNA LOY
so amazing but it just goes to show
—in—
what smal world the old sphere
really is," Turner said.
"THE RAINS CAME"
The boys claim that Germany is
an unfriendly place. The people
COMING SOON
seemed to recognize them as being
American tourists and when they
GEORGE RAFT
wore white shoes and were immediJAMES CAGNEY
ately branded as "wonders of the
New World." In restaurants they
—in—
were stared at but, according to
"EACH
DAWN
I DIE"
Turner, the German beer made up
for the lack of hospitality.
The Tigers then went up to Rot-

Annual Faculty
Reception Held
Wednesday Night

Tiger To Take The
Air Again Soon;
Kennedy Directs

Lawton Asks Frats
To Choose Quickly

Clemson Musicians, Touring Europe,
Catch Last Boat For "Good Ole" U. S.
Hart Heads
Head Waiters

Welcome . . .
Clemson Students

The 1939 Taps,
Clemson yearbook, was last week placed on the
All American list of
yearbooks
from colleges throughout the country, by the National
Scholastic
Press association.
Only two other yearbooks from
schools of the same relative size
were placed on the honor list. The
other books named for All-AmeriTAD SHELL
can honors were the Lucky Bag of
Shell and Jake Harrison and Busithe United States Naval Academy,
Luke Lafaye.
and the Canticleer of Duke University.
Tad Shell and Jake
Harrison
were co-editors
of The Taps last
year. Luke Lafaye,
of Columbia,
was business manager, and Hord
Stubblefield. associate and art edi- ^/
tor of trie 1940 book, was assistant-''
Art Editor.
Although the book was distributTsiropoulos Awarded Beed somewhat late last year, "Lafaye
ta Sigma Chi Scholarship.
and Shell and Harrison insisted
that the book should not be reGets Fifty Dollars, Memleased until "it is perfect." Many
bership In Club.
of the pictures for the book were
Theodoros Tsiropoulos, freshman retaken as late as March to pass
the exacting standards of the edielectrical engineering student from ^
Charleston, will soon* be awarded
The selection of the 1939 book
a fifty dollar prize for winning the marks the second time in
three
annual Beta Sigma Chi scholarship years that the Taps has been AllEdited
examination. Tsiropoulos has also Ameriean. The 1937 book,
been given a membership to the by Bill Folk, was given the AUAmerican rating.
10
exclusive lowcountry organization.
The examination, held at the High
School of Charleston on May 20,
covered high school Algebra, Geometry, History and English.
Tsiropoulos is the second cadet
Jerry H. Moore, graduate of the
to win the award. Evans LaRoche, Clemson agricultural school in 1917
last year's winner and an honor this summer received his Ph. D.
student, is now pursuing his course degree in Genetics and Plant breeding from Duke university.
of study at Clemson.
Dr. Moore is cotton technologist
for. the North Carolina State colS. M. Newsom, Clemson textile lege agronomy department. In adgraduate of 1934 and formerly in- dition to his teaching duties, Dr.
structor at Clemson Textile school, Moore has written experiment stahas accepted a position with Parker tion bulletins, and several papers
high school in Greenville, teaching which have been published in
textiles.
outstanding scientific journals.

Charleston Boy
Gets Club Prize

Alumnus Moore
Awarded Ph.D.

DRINK

(ka\
The Pause That Refreshes

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.

A COMBINATION
qft/iel>est—
Jbrt/ieJ>est

STAT

Anderson, S. C.

TUNE IN WITH
PAUL WHITEMAN
Every Wednesdpy night;
CBS station*.

'BEAU GESTE'

or those who want the best
in cigarette pleasure

Clemson Cadets Are Always Welcome

at MAYFAIR GRILL
ANDERSON, S. C.

Makeyour
nextpackWILLIAM C. ROWLAND CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Tests have proven that we have the most durable uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

(chesterfields
Copyright 1939,
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MYBSS TOBACCO CO.

You'll find in Chesterfield's RIGHT
COMBINATION of the world's best homegrown and aromatic Turkish tobaccos a
more refreshing mildness, better taste
and a more pleasing aroma than you'll
find anywhere else.
It's a combination entirely different from
any other cigarette ... a good reason why
smokers every day are getting more pleasure from Chesterfields. You'll like them.
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